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IAKIAND PARK PAVILION
THREE BK DANCES
TUESDAY, JULY 2
^irrira, 1935. with floor show and style show, models showing
the Latest Cellophane Bathing Suits

ADMISSION 55c

JULY 3—ALL NIGHT DANCE
10.00 to 3.30
ADMISSION 4Oc

I

Dave Hatch and His Virginians
JULY FOURTH
8.30 to 12.30

ADMISSION 40c

L!oyd Rafnell and His Georgians

•BERRY GROWERS, ATTENTION!
stock of Blueberry Growers' Needs
[ alcium Arsenate, Dusting Machines, Etc., Etc.
Co-operative Prices
StlATE OF MAINE BLUEBERRY GROWERS, INC.
West Rockport. Maine
*
Open 5 P. M. to 9 P. M.
79-81

ANDY SHORES
Route 1 at South Warren

NOW OPEN
SWIMMING, BOATING, FISHING

Store
PUBLIC WELCOME
78-79

lON’T FORGET THE FOURTH
AT

CRESCENT

BEACH

Games thus far announced
arc:
10 a. m.—St. George al Cam
den.
3 p. m.—Brunswick at Rock
land.
3.15 p. m.—Camden at St.
George.
Afternoon (hour not stated)
—Thomaston at Vinalhaven.
Other announcments will be
added if furnished for this paper
to Wednesday noon.

HONORS FOR COMMANDER CROSS

“A CENTURY OF SERVICE”

Oldest Former Pastor and Youngest To Take New Head Of Sons Of Union Veterans Given Fine
Reception In Home Town
Part In Congregational Centennial

The Congregational Church cele- of Michigan, 98 years of age, will also
I. Leslie Cross, department com dent, and Mrs. Eliza Plummer of
brutes its 100th anniversary on Sunpresent at this service.
mander. Sons of Union Veterans, Rockland, junior vice president.
Manley Patterson, under whose
i
musical
features of both the and members of his staff, were ten
day and. ,,
Monday
Special services, aa moSpecial
£lng and
the eventng
♦
—
efficient direction the affair was
♦
An aim In life la the only for- ♦
parish supper and a lecture, all aug- be arranged by Mrs p^th Berry, Or- dered a reception Saturday evening managed, acted as master of ce~e♦ tune worthfinding —RobertIxrula
♦
inented by special musical assistance, gainst and musical director. The at Temple hall, bringing out a large monles .introducing as speakers
♦ Stevenson.
—
Sunday morning there will be wor-j chorus choir augmented by the mixed assemblage in which were many dis Mayor Thurston; Col. Nason; the
In Municipal Court yesterday, be
with sermon by <<uartet under
Berry s dlrection tinguished guests from various parts four GAR. veterans; Mrs. Millie
fore Judge Dwinal, Einor Kangas of ship at 10.30 a m
Thomas, past president, Wor.an's
The crowded houses that are fac- 8t. George was fined for driving Rev. Charles Albert Moore. D D, the will sing at both services, these will of the State. Members of the receiv State Relief Corps; Mr. Quinn; Mrs.
be piano and organ selections with
j ing the screen production of "Cardinal without a license and leaving the oldest living lormer pastor of the Mrs. Berry at the organ, and Mrs. ing line marched into the hall head Emma Torrey of Rockport, past de
Richelieu" pay another compliment scene of an accident, the two offenses church. Dr. Moore is now pastor of Averill at the piano, violin selections ed by Mrs. Velma Marsh and Mrs. : partment president. National Wom
by Miss Bertha Luce, and other spe- Ida Huntley as flag-bearers. Beside i an's Relief Corps; Mrs. Lula Nichols
to that great artists George Arliss. costing him $45 and court costs Ray
of Belfast, State president. Ladles of
mond Walsh of Rockland was fined
j cial music.
History and romance are interwoven $10 and costs for leaving the scene of
Mr. Cross were Mrs. Lillian Farnham I G.A.R.; Mrs. Farnham; Miss Pat
The evening service will begin at
of
Waterville,
department
president
I with a gorgeous setting and a group of an accident in Camden, where his
terson; Milton S. Dick of Rockland,
7.30. and the sermon on "The Mys
actors that admirably support their car was in collision with one owned
tery of the Kingdom of God" will be of the Auxiliary, and Addison A. commander of Ralph Ulmer Camp,
Spanish War Veterans; Mrs. Emma
I Arliss. Many think this play sur- by Dr Smith of Randolph. Roger
by Rev Walter 8. Rounds of CamDick, past department president,
Mills of Rockland received three
! bridge, Mass., who served as pastor
chlef. Here is another honor won by months' Jail sentence for the larceny
Spanish War Auxiliary; Charles W.
of this century-old church from 1919
Morton, commander Winslow-Hol
! passes his others. It Is a perfortn- , of copper wire from the Boynton airi to 1934 Widespread Interest already
brook Post. American Legion; Mrs.
: ance upon no account to be missed. I plane base.
1 in evidence among his, old friends in
Bernice Jackson, president. Auxiliary
J Rockland assures a lkrge congrega
to Winslow-Holbrook Post, AJ,.
tion at this evening service.
Each s|M-akcr In a brief way gave
The second day of this "Century of
pledge of their loyalty and coopera
Service" celebration next Monday will
tion with Mr Cross in his piogram
feature a circle supper In the vestry.
as commander.
Vocal numbers by an outstanding
The remarks made by Col. Nason
opera singer from New York are
and Mr. Quinn carried a vital mes
promised for the period after the sup
sage of patriotism and effort for the
per. to be followed by a lecture on
future, and by their convincing
WEDNESDAY
world conditions by Prof. M J Brad
strength made a particular Impres
shaw oi Bangor Theological Seminary.
“NIGHT BEFORE THE FOURTH"
sion upon their hearers.
Prof. Bradshaw returned only four
Mr. Patterson as the final speaker
Music By The
weeks ago from a year’s trip around
paid tribute to Mr. Cross, as a friend
the
world,
and
this
is
to
be
one
of
his
and as a patriotic worker, and pre
SYMPHONIANS
first formal lectures after that trip.
sented him with a gift. Mr. Cross
Prof.
Bradshaw
spent
many
weeks
in
NO DANCE TONIGHT
responded In his usual happy infor
I Japan. China, India. Palestine, Italy
mal manner which did not fail, how
and Europe, penetrating into the
ever, to express his appreciation of
thoughts and viewpoints of the com
the tribute paid him.
mon people as well as interviewing
Interspersing the speaking pro
Rev. Corwin II. Olds happy in the such notables as Gandhi and Tagore
gram th.*se numbers were presented: .
task of arranging centennial serv of India, etc. The results of Prof.
Contralto. "Sorter Miss You, by Clay,
6
PLAN BEFORE THE FOURTH TO DINE AT
ices for Congregational Chureh.
Bradshaw's analytical survey of
Mrs. Oladys Morgan, accompanied
wo; .d conditions will be presented in a Quinn of Boston, representative of by Mrs Charlotte Hopkins; readlnga.
lecture that will be of absorbing in , Frank Kirschgassner, national com- Monologue. “On Friday Afternoon.”
All Souls Congregational Church m terest to every person today.
W ARREN. MAINE
j mander. Others in line were depart- musical readings, "My Lady's Dress'*
Bangor where he has served for the
___
________
______ I ment and past department officers, and “The Baseball Game," Mrs.
The
IRockland
Congregational
: : MENU : :
past 30 years, and the people of Rock-1 church was built in 1835 by’the united j also Col. Charles E. Nason of Gray, Blanche Morton, accompanied by
I land will delight in hearing him again efforts of the Baptists and Congre- i past department commander G A R , Mrs. Alta Dlmlck; dance. Tango, Al
GRAPEFRUIT COCKTAIL
i from his lormer pulpit. Other parts gationalists. and was used by them and the four local G AEL, veterans. fred Chapman and Norma Havener,
PENOBSCOT BAY SALMON, EGG SAUCE
I of the morning service will be taken Jointly until 1838 In that year the Col. F. S. Philbrick, also a past de (pupils of Elise Comer), accompanied
MASHED POTATOES
GREEN PEAS
by Rev. Walter S Rounds of Cam Baptists' interest was bought for the partment commander, Capt. H. R. by Miss Irene Young; trumpet trio,
PINEAPPLE SALAD
HOT ROLLS
bridge. Mass., the 'youngest former Cor.gregatlonalists by Iddo Kimball, Huntley. Allan Kelley, and George I "Three Kings," Mrs. Emma Harvie,
LEMON PIE
TEA OR COFFEE
W ATERMELON
pastor; and the present pastor. Rev. who was very instrumental in having Cross, whose combined ages repre- I Marian Harvie and Dudley Harvie,
Early reservations will assure better service for our patrons
C. H. Olds. The oldest living mem ihe church built.
TELEPHONE, W ARREN 9011-J
! sent 363 years; Mayor and Mrs. L. A. accompanied by Mrs. Marguerite
Johnson. Harvle's Orchestra also
ber of the church. Mrs. Emily Abbott
The first pastor of this church was i Thurston
Department officers present in ad- played several selections and fur1 Rev. Samuel Fessenden, who began
supplying the pulpit in 1837 and as 1 dition to Mr. Cross and Mrs. Farn- ' nlshed music for informal dancing
sumed the active pastorate, in 1838 j hum were Manley Patterson of Hal ; which closed the evening's festivities.
Decorations were confined to Ameri
Mr Fessenden, a graduate of Ban lowell. personal aide to Mr. Cross,
gor Theological Seminary, served th.s also past department commander; can flags and the national colors.
Now is the time to have yonr Feather
church for 20 years, this being his Mrs Sarah Salter of Belfust, vice Punch and cake were served from a
first and only pastorate. In those president; Mrs. May Cross, patriotic tong table in an ante-room.
Bed made into Mattresses and Pillows
Mr Patterson as general chair
PORT CLYDE. MAINE
20 years he led in the laying of a instructor; Mrs. Mildred Webster of
ALso llair Mattresses made over.
man. was assisted on the general
; amidation upon which the church has Sanford, chaplain; and Mrs. Mary committee by Col. E. K. Oould,
If Interested drop a postal to
grown constantly up to thfc present Pratt of Bath. Mrs. Florence Robin
Harold Thomas. Mrs Stella McRae,
A. F. IRELAND
time. A daughter of Mr Fessenden. son of Bath and Mrs. Nellie deHaven Mrs Nellie Achorn and Mrs. Ida
Mrs. Lucia Huxford of Stamford. of Sanford, counsel members. Among Huntley Other committees were:
P. O. Box 63
THOMASTON, ME.
Conn., remembered the church with past department commanders pres Registration. Misses 8hirley Stickney
78-79
magnificent flowers upon the oc ent were Harry Towle of Portland. and Ruth Thomas; decorations. Mrs.
Served By Appointment
casion of the ordination of the present Col. Frank Small of Coopers Mills, Velma Marsh and Mrs. Mae Reed;
Albert deHaven of Sanford, Leonard
pastor.
refreshments. Mrs Doris Ames, Mrs.
Regular Board By Day or Week
Other pastors serving this church Holston of Westbrook. Byron Salter Velma Marsh and Mrs. Carrie Wlnthrough the century were: Rev. Find of Belfast. Joseph Day of Bath. chenbaugh. who were assisted In
Special Attention To Parties and Clubs
Among past department auxiliary
lay Wallace of Scotland, 1856 to 1859; presidents were Mrs. Nellie Achorn serving by Miss Stickney, Miss
Rev.
William
Smith,
1861
to
1863;
Telephone 3-22, Tenant’s Harbor, Me.
of Rockland. Mrs. Albert deHaven Thomas. Misses Alice Barton. Kath
Rev E. F. Cutter. D. D., 1863 to 1872; of Sanford, Mrs. Laura Flye of erine Jordan and Frances Marsh.
Rev
Janies
E
Hall.
1873
to
1876;
Rev.
79-80
• • • e
Thomaston, (formerly of Portlandl,
John J Blair, 1876 to 1884; 1884 to Mrs. Florence Robinson of Bath. Mrs.
New
Comnundrr's
Career
1885. Rev Oeorgc H Scott supplied; Ila Day of Bath, Miss Marie Patter
Rev. David P Hatch, 1886 to 1891; son of Hallowell; Mrs. Charles Buck
I. Leslie Cross, who has risen to the
Rev Richard W. Jenkyn, 1892 to 1894. of South Paris. Mr Quinn was ac head of one of Maine's foremost
when he died in office; Rev. Charles companied by H. Harding Hale of patriotic organizations, was born
Albert Moore. 1895 to 1905; Rev. John Hudson. Mass., a past department Nov. 25, 1864, at Owl's Head, son of
Hastings Quint, now pastor of First commander of Massachusetts, as is George E. and Frances ( Sparks)
Congregational Church,
Chelsea, Mr. Quinn also. The Department Cross The family came to Rockland
Mass.. 1906 to 1906; Rev. William H. Daughters of Union Veterans had in 1874, and when more years had
WEDNESDAY
Mousley. now pastor of the Union two officers present—Miss Marie Pat
"THE NIGHT BEFORE"
Congregational Church at Hull, N. Y, terson of Hallowell, senior vice presl(Continued on Page Five)
1910 to 1912; Rev. J. Edward Newton,
LEO JOLLICOEUR
now pastor of the Westville Congre
And His Great Dance Hand
gational Church in New Haven,
Conn., 1913 to 1919; Rev Walter S
Rounds, now of Cambridge, Mass.,,
THURSDAY
1919 to 1934; and the present pastor,
“THE NIGHT OF THE FOURTH”
Rev. Corwin H. Olds, who assumed
the pastorate in February of the cur
EDDIE WHALEN
rent year.
Three of these pastorates are parAnd His Own Privateers

Ocean View Ball Room
Dancing

3

THE LIFE SAVER TEA ROOM

PICNIC GROUNDS

Sandwiches, Sodas, Hot Dogs,
Ice Cream and Light Groceries at the
FREE PARKING

FOURTH OF JULY BASEBALL

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
Subscriptions *3 00 per year payable In
advance; single copies three cents.
Advertising rates based upon clreula'tlon sad very reasonable.
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
Tbe Rockland Oazette was established
In 1040 In 1074 the Courier was estab
lished and consolidated with the Oazette
In 1082 The Free Press was established
in 1855 and In 1891 changed Its name to
the Tribune These papers consolidated
March 17. 1897

INN

SPECIAL SALMON DINNER

Delicious Meals Right On The Ocean
Fireworks At Night
79-lt

FEATHER BEDS

SHORE AND CHICKEN
DINNERS

I

Sfi

You fere driving on old and worn
res you cannot observe a
Safe and Sane

A CLASS OF NINETY-SEVEN

Receives Rites Of Confirmation From Bishop
McCarthy At St. Bernard’s Church

+

SATURDAY NIGHT

♦

FORREST SMITH and hi* SERENADERS

+
t

t

+4+«++*<'+*+++++4"!'++4-+*++++++++++++++«+4"!-!"!-+4-i->4-i-+4-!.

Wi are offering Quality Tires
THIS WEEK
—AT—

EC1AL CASH PRICES
Ol if you prefer, our Budget Plan

allows 12 weeks to Pay

special Budget Plan for
Batteries and Auto Radios
COME IN FOR PRICES AND DETAILS

McDON SALES & SERVICE
ROCKLAND, MAINE

One Sp Specialized Automotive Service Station

WAN-E-SET INN
4TH OF JULY SPECIAL
Shore Dinner,
Chicken Dinner,
Lamb Dinner,

Regular Meals Served Daily

Week Starting Monday, July 8—Matinee Saturday, July 13
The Juvenile Stage and Screen Star
FRANKIE THOMAS, JR.
(Star of Talking Pictures, "A Dog of Flanders" and “Wednesday’s
Child)
in “REMEMBER THE DAY”
A (New Play by Philo Higley and Philip Dunning
(First Time on Any Stage)

Nighto at 8, Saturday Matinee 2.30 P. M.. Daylight Saving
Prices All Performances 50c and SI. plus tax. Tel. Skowhegan 434.

SAW FILING
Your saw of any description put in
perfect shape and all work guaranteed.
Light band saw work and small tool
grinding.
ALBERT TRIBOU
IK Mvrtle Street,
Rocklafid, Me.
79-91

FRIENDLY HOUSE
118 MAIN 8T„

THOMASTON

REAL ESTATE—REAL BARGAINS

CHICKEN, STEAK AND

SIX OF THEM
No. 1. Two story house, two tenements, on Warren street.
No. 2. Small house, Bunker street. Lot worth morer than I rharge
for whole property.
No. 3. 154 story Dwelling and Garage, all in good shape. Desirable
location, North Main street
No. 4
154 story Dwelling and Garage, also well situated on North
Main street
No. 5. 1(4 story House and Garage, bath, electric lights, etc. Very
central location
No. 6. Two story, two tenement House. Good condition. Two extra
lots. My low prire will surprise you
Only a little cash needed. Balance on long term, easy payment
mortgage

CHOP DINNERS

WALTER H. SPEAR, Telephone 512-M
78-tf

Ice Cream Served
Also In Bulk To Take Out
• 74-85

WE BUY

OLD GOLD

Clarence E. Daniel*

JEWELER
370 MAIN 8TKEET, ROCKLAND
7S-U
I

A

$1.00
.75
.75

TEL. TENANT’S HARBOR 27
79-lt

AU This Week—Matinee Saturday, July 6
Holiday Matinee Thursday. July 4
"PETTICOAT FEVER"

While you are driving

A

(Contlnued on Page Five*

TENANT'S HARBOR

FOURTH

a| 21 LIMEROC STREET,

I

THE WAWENOCK

DANCE AT BREEZEMERE

UJI

Volume 90................... Number 79.

three cents a cope

Rockland, Maine, Tuesday, July 2, 1935

The Very Rev. Joseph Edward
McCarthy, bishop of the Catholic
diocese of Maine, made Ills first visit
to St. Bernard’s Church Sunday and
In the aftemooon administered the
rites of confirmation to a class of 44
boys and 53 girls.
This is one of the most impressive
services of the church, a sacramental
rite admitting to the full status of a
communicant and to full member
ship In the church. The effect of the
rite as administered through the
bishop is held to be the bestowing
of the Holy Ghost to dwell within
the individual and to work in a
"seven-fold" gift — wisdom, under
standing. counsel, might, knowledge,
godliness and holy fear. It Is the
occasion of requiring fiom those who
have been baptized in Infancy the
renewal In their own person of the
baptismal vow made for them by
their godfathers and godmothers who
are thereby released from their re
sponsibilities. The ceremony em
braces the laying on of hands by the
Bishop, prayers, annolntlng with
chrism and a "slight blow on the
cheek" when the benediction Is be
stowed.
Bishop McCarthy was assisted in
the ceremony by Fr. James Savage of
Belfast. Fr. Leo Carey of Pittsfield,
Fr. Flynn, Fr. Henderson and Fr.
Allen of St. Bernard's. Of the six
altar boys, three were confirmed.
Albert McCarty was godfather for
the boys, and Miss Alice Flanagan
was godmother for the girls.
The white altar was exquisite in its
wealth of pink carnations, pale tint
ed peonies and lighted candles. The
processional was most Impressive—
the distant sound of fresh young
voices singing as they wended their
way to the church, and then the en
try Into the church, with the altar
boys carrying lighted candles and
followed by the priests and the
bishop, in a gorgeous robe of cardi
nal red. blessing the congregation as
he passed, and finally the boys and
girls of the confirmation class, the
bovs with white ribbons tied around
the right ami and the girls of pure

beauty in white dresses and veils
held in place by flowered wreaths.
Bishop McCarthy in his admoni
tions to the class, given with con
vincing
sincerity
and
moving
strength, stressed the solemnity of
the occasion marking the coming of
the Holy Ghost to be in them for
ever. an occasion solemn, touching,
inspiring. A glowing tribute was
paid to Rev. Fr. James A. Flynn for
the faithful preparation as "shep
herd of the flock.'” His admonitions
reached out to the fathers and
mothers also, adjuring them to re
main faithful even in the face of dif
ficulties. In his concluding remarks
to the class Bishop McCarthy said;
"You are children of God, soldiers ot
Jesus Christ. Grow wise in the ways
of God, not in the ways of the world.
Be strong In faith.”
Interspersing the service were de
tections by the combined Senior and
Junior Choirs, with Alme Beaudoin as
soloist Miss Celia Brault was at the
organ.
Many remained at the close to re
ceive the Bishop's blessilng.

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
If I had to live my life again I would
have made a rule to read some poetr,
and listen to some music at least once
a week The loss of these tastes Is a lose
of happiness.—Charles Darwin.
I SAW TWO CLOl’DS AT MORNING
I saw two clouds at morning,
Tinged by the vising sun.
And In the dawn they floated on.
And mingled Into one;
I thought that morning cloud was blest.
It moved so sweetly to the west.

I saw two summer currents
Flow smoothly to their meeting.
And Join their course, with silent force.
In peace each other greeting;
Calm was their course through banks of
green.
While dimpling eddies played between.
Such be your gentle motion,
Till life's last pulse shall beat:
Like summer’s beam. and summer**
stream
Float on In Joy. to meet
A calmer sea a ’ ->re clonus shall cease,
A purel skj wberf______________

—John

The Courier-Gazette

Fine Record

COURT OF HONOR

WE WANT A LEAGUE!

SHIBLES RESIGNS

If our hearts condemn us not. then State 4-H Club Leader Quits
have we confidence.—I. John 3:20
Because of 111 Health—

Gardner Brown Passes To

Summer’s Going and Disgusted Baseball Fans
Realize We’re Getting Nowhere

F»r»t

class Rank—Other
Scout News

At a Court of Honor last night in
Because of ill health Lester II.
the Methodist vestry with Dr. H V.
Shibles.' formerly of Rockport, has
resigned as State 4-H Club leader,
A few weeks ago when the sports, kins’ hitting and fielding and Tweedle as chairman, Harold Whitehill as .secretary. Ralph U. Clark.
editor suggested the strong need of
s brilliant catching
after 15 years of service.
Vlnalhaven the | Winfield Chatto. Percy L. Young and
_
...
.v. .
.
..u
Thomaston plays at Vim
During the World War Maine 4-H a Twilight
League, the fans languid0, jujy with Doug Walker
Clubs were hastily organized as an ly agreed. With the summer one-half pitching Sunday. July 7. The Ells- Richard Britt as examiners these
gone baseball lovers have wearied o( worth Red Wings are at Vinalhaven awards were made;
OS' LOCAL HISTORIES
Scout Oardner Brown was passed I
teeing glorious weather wa'tcd on n
Middleton, the Chiefs ace hurler.
to First Class rank, also Merit [
few desultory Saturday and Sunday finger, may make his first start on Badges of Chemistry, Woodwork and
Readers of this paper do not need
Public Health.
games, and are now getting up on the mound in one of these games.
to have emphasized the fact that its
Scouts William Bicknell. Richard [
Chiefs
their hind legs to say that it is time
columns are always open to matter
Barnard. Paul Stevens and Milton 1
ab
r
bh
tb
po
a
e
: to start the season in earnest.
that deals with the history of events
Hopkins. s$ ...... 5 1 3 3 2 3 0 Roberts were advanced to Second
Manager Rawley of St. George was Middleton, lb .... 4 1 1 1 12 1 1 Class rank. First Class Scout Donald
and persons that have had associa
j in the city Saturday afternoon—dis White. 3b
tion with these parts of Maine. Be
.... 4 0 0 0 2 4 0 Marriner was advanced to Star Scout, i
i
gusted like all other fans because Baum, c ............ 4 1 2 2 9 3 0 having passed five Merit Badges
cause matters of the sort bear a dis
Coombs, p ........ 4 1 0 0 0 2 0 Contrary to other reports there were I
there
was
not
a
ball
game
in
Knox
tinct historical value and therefore
Anderson. If .... 3 0 1110 0 six Scouts, four visitors, and three
County that day. He wants a league Woodcock. If
are worthy to be preserved, there is
0000000 8cout leaders on the overnight trip
and
is
canvassing
other
true
blue
found reason for this form of publi
Guilford. 2b .... 4 0 110 11 at Oakland last Wednesday night
The successful attempt at "find
..... 3 0 0 0 0 0 0
fans, finding many who agree with Lyford, rf
cation. In the connection our read
Swanson, cf ..... 4 2 2 3 1 1 0 ing a lost person." were made in the (
him.
ers have doubtless felt their attention
woods
And that much feared.'
With Fourth of July off their
drawn to the series now under pub
35 6 10 11 27 14 2 harmless (?) criminal of evil repute.
stomachs the leaders should go into
Bill Sykes, was finally captured with
lication. dealing with the Revolution
Damariscotta
an immediate huddle and adopt a
All mosquito land i
ary pensioners who in that elder day
ab r bb tb po a e many loops
schedule which will stay put. Next
0 turned out to greet the Scouts and ,
Hall, lb __
had citizenship here in Knox County.
week is not too late to start
g the reception lasted well towards
Fine baseball grounds have been Mason. 3b ...
For permission to give the sketches
2 morning
Burns, c
built
in
all
of
the
larger
towns
of
the
2 ’ Other overnights will be announced
this form of publicity the paper is
county, and much money spent on Simmons as
g at next Monday night s meeting
Indebted to the State Historian of
them. Cd we lie down now and wait Oliver. If .....
1
Maine. Col Edward K Gould, one of
until next winter to howl, or do we Campbell, rf
get busy now- and have something to C Erskine rf
Flanagan, ss _____ 5 1 12 11
our own citizelns, whose researches
Flint, cf
Ellis, p .................. 5 12 0 10
along similar lines, appearing In emergency food conservation and pro talk about when the diamonds are Francis. 2b
The enrollment , under snowdrifts
book form, have won for their author duction measure
Let the next few days say whether Erskine, p .
42 13 15 27 10 6
not alone the honor of a State ap went over the 9000 mark At the close we shall have a few weeks of real [ ' PltU'
Old Town
pointment but also far and wide j of the war the enrollment had sport or whether we are all deceased
ab r bh po a c
31 2 3 3 24 8 6
[ dropped to below 3000
To Mr. upward from where the eyebrows lie.
recognition as a careful and depend
Bouchard. 3b.......... 5 0 0 0 1 0
Batted
for
C
Erskine
ninth.
Them
thar's
sassy
words,
but
all
of
; Shibles, taking up his duties in 1920.
R Clubkey. 2b, p.4 1 0 1 1 0
able historian.
Vinalhaven
0 0 12 10 11 X-6 Cornier, c...... . ....... 2 4 18 10
you real baseball fans will agree
These later generations can 111 J fell the herculean task of rebuilding
Damanscolta
00000002 0—2
Two-base hit. Swanson Sacrifice Brilliant, lb _____ 5 0 0 0 1 0
afford to let pass from mind those I the clubs on a permanent basis For
| several years enrollment has exceed
hit.
Lyford Stolen bases. Hopkins. | Pelkev. if ............... S 0 2 0 0 «
Vinalhaven
6.
Damariscotta
2
far-away periods out of which this
Swanson
2. Left on base. Blue Sox > Martin If............. 200100
The Vinalhaven Chiets under the 5. Chiefs 8 Struck out. by Coombs P Clukey. p _____ 4 0 0 1 2 0
Nation took its beginnings, end whose ed or approached the 8000 mark
foundations, then set up and upon Seven counties now emoioy full time | leadership of their new coach. Her 8. by Erskine 6 Bases on balls, off Richards, rf ......... 5 0 1 0 0 1
club agents who assist local leaders bert Patrick, easily defeated the
4 1 1
JJ 1
Coombs 2. off Erskine. Hit by- Bernier, ss __
which it has gloriously builded should in conducting the 4-H programs
Damariscotta Blue Sox at Vinalhaven pitcher. Middleton
Double play. Andrews, cf............ 4 1 13 0 0
be protected against any present-day
Authorities point out. however, Sunday. Coach Patrick made a Francis and Hall Passed ball. Bums
assaults from those who have lost that the real record of achievement is I change in the lineup by moving An Umpires. Shields and Chllles
Rockland ...... J 3 “o 0 1V3 x-13
sense of their splendid proportions. [ in the percentage of club members derson to 'eft field and pqttlnj
• • • •
who finish the work they have start Baum behind the bat. As Peterson
Old Town ...... 10000130 2-7
Our people in particular the ed. Over a period of years the Maine was out due to an injury Lyford was
with Dimick registering tour errors
Two base hits. Dimick 2. Ellis. Gray
younger, cannot too frequently have percentage has been well above 90. I in right.
at first base and Mealey catching a Three-base hita. Gray. Shirley Double
In
1931
Maine
was
awarded
the
Na

Coombs
pitched
very
effectively
alfl
>
back-to,
the
Rockland
Collegians
________
___ to Farnham
_____ __ to Dimurged upon their attention these de
plays. Flanagan
tails of history to which Col Gould's tional Plaque for the highest percent- \ lowing the Sox but three hits, two of defeated Old Town 13 to 7 at Com- ick" Base on balls, off P Clukey 2
: age finishing
them coming in the eighth to ac- munity Park Sunday The fans want off R Clukey 2. off Ellis 5 Strike
indefatigable researches relate We
•Maine 4-H Club records reveal count for the visitors runs Coomb'
Dimick hack in one of his old outs. by P Clukey 5. by R Clukey 4.
would have the young brought into the high quality of the leadership and allowed his two passes in this innlne,, positions; they don’t much care by Ellis 3 Hit by pitcher, Oray.
knowledge of these matters of local ability of Mr Shibles." said Mr Deer one intent-onal
( where Mealey plays, for he seems to Ellis. Dimick. P. Clukey
Umpire.
Vinalhaven scored In the third on
them from an>. position. The Carter.
history; of the men of those far-off ing. '‘Yet," he added, "the real monu
ment of achievement lies in the Swanson's hit and steal of second , collegians made lots of long hits.
periods whose descendants are among hearts and minds of Maine boys and and when and when Bums' throw while the Old Town Injuns were glad
PORT CLYDE
us today; to what the memorial to girls."
went to Centerfield, he scored
1 to get six singles ofi Chuck Ellis.
that great national figure Gen Knox i The successor to the position va the fourth a hit. a base on balls, a The crowd had a good time even H
Miss Minnie Browne of West
relates We would have the ranks of cated by Mr Shibles will be an fielder's choice and two errors gave the game had a heavy list to star- borough. Mass , and Mrs Elizabeth
the Chiefs two more tallies.
nounced soon, it is expected.
I
board.
the BAR and the DAB enlarged
I Oreeen and son Walter of Monhegan
In the fifth Hopkins singled, took
Collegians
, were recent weekend guests of Mrs.
to their fullest capacities.
The statue of Freedom surmount J second on an infield out and scored
ab r bh po a e, John Field
There is all this, and much more, ing the Capitol at Washington is the on Baum's single. The Chiefs scored 1
5 1 2 10 0 4
Street lamps are now assured for a
out of whose proper consideration work of Thomas Crawford, an Ameri in the eighth on Middleton's single. Dimick. lb
0 year more than enough money havcan artist. The modeling was done a passed ball and an error. Swan- Smith, c .....
proceeds that great and sure support in Rome, and at the time of his death, »on hit to center in the ninth and ' Mealey, cf ....
1 , mg been subscribed for that time
0
Mrs Dorothy Miller is a patient at
of democracy. Patriotism. The pres in 1857. he was endeavoring to se converted a single into a double by Oney. 3b
0 the Maine General Hospital in Portcure the necessary funds for the cast catching the opposition napping He Shirley, rf
ent day needs it. as never before.
0 land.
Farnham. Lb
ing of it at the Royal foundry at scored on Hopkins' single to right.
Oi Mrs. Clyson Coffin is a patient at
The features of the game were Hap- Gray, If ........
Munich.
WITH DYNAMITE
We read that the big noise of our
National Holiday is to be heard out of
Eastport, when Gov. Brann is to an
nounce the beginning of activities
upon the Passamaquoddy project by
the explosion of a huge bit of dyna
mite It Is a note of the dramatic
that wi! .’.earcfly fail of recognition.
At least it will mark an opening from
which grea’ things are predlcWd to
Issue We hope our friends down the
coast
celebrate :lie occasion,
which many predict is to announce
the coming of an enlarged prosperity
to that whole region. It is difficult,
however, to avoid recognition of an
opinion, current in numerous quar
ters. that many things remain to be
demonstrated before a second ten
millions of tax-payers’ money becomes
so easily available from Washington,
as this ten millions has been which
the letting off of the Governor's huge
bit of dynamite is to celebrate.
There are even those so cynical as to
predict this initial explosion will not
be the only one.

awn

to < - • "*

the Deaconess Hospital In Brook
line. Mass.
The Willing Workers had a sale
Wednesday at the Library.
Rev. John Holman held services at
Monhegan Thursday and Friday
nights.
Albert Hussey of East Friendship
vtslted friends in town over Sunday.
Mrs Walter Teel has been seriousill but Is improving slowly.
Charles Cushman returned home
Friday from Detroit. Mich., where
he has been employed on a yacht.
The funeral of Mrs. Addle Mar

shall, widow of Frank Marshall, was
held Friday at the home of her
daughter in Tenant's Harbor. Rev.
Charles Marstaller officiating.
Mr. and Mrs. Carlos Davis were
visiting in Boston last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Davis. Mr. and
Mrs. John Field and son Donald, and
Mrs. Arthur J. Davis went Friday to
Portland. Mrs. Field will spend the
summer nt Peaks stand.
Capt. Horry Larkin has resigned
as manager of the Cold Storage,
his place being taken by Mr Lowe.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Derbyshire,

CALL YOUR ORDERS IN EARLY.

Higher

'daughters and « tests of New York
city arived Thai day at their sum-mer home here.
| .Mr* Hl rbert Simmons who has
been spending aeverai weeks with
her daughter. Mr Linden Ceok. has
returned to Frlem hn» Me was ac
companied bv .hei
on RusseJ'
Cook.
I
When tobacco was hrs
from the old world to the i
was stronglv recon mended
tlve for head colds

TEL. 1234 FOR FREE DEll

FANCY SPRING LAMBS
SOFT MEATEP LEGS,

SPRING LAMB FOREQUARTERS,

FRESH NATIVE FOWL,
FRESH NATIVE CHICKENS,
FANCY NATIVE BROILERS.

SUPER-MIX MAYONNAISE,.............................. pint jar 2;
peck 29c

New Potatoes,

Miracle Whip,

2 heads 19c

Iceberg Lettuce,

Florida Oranges,
Grapefruit,

2 tins 2
2f(igs 1

Paper Napkins,

dozen 29c

3(kgs 1

Jell-O, all flavors,

doz 19c, 25c

Sweet Mixed Pickles,

q jar 2f

^5

WATERMELON
each
491

F RESII NATIVE

GREEN PEAS

LARGE RIPE
n FRl'IT
fri

-

lb 2f'

Maxwell House Coffee,

5 for 25c

California Oranges,

ql jar 3'

Corned Beef,

2 pkgs 19c

Phila. Cream Cheese,

FRFSII DAILY PICKINGS FROM
LOCAL FARAL

Olives, stuffed,
ft jar 3L
Olives, plain,
pt jar 25
White House Coffe*, lb 22
Diamond D,
lb15
fill qt 23
Grape Juice,
2 pi hots 251
Grape Juice,
Flavor-Ade,
2 pkgs

GOLDEN RIFF

BANANAS
4 lbs 19c
FANCY FRESH
CUT TO SUIT
YOUR NEEDS
NATIVE PENOBSCOT RIVER SALMON,

SALMON

ib-

lb 39c I

25

COME EARLY AND MAKE YOUR SELECTION
Fancy Sockeye Salmon,
tin 17c Fancy Maine Peas,
Steak Salmon,
No. % tin 19c Early June Peas,
White Meat Tuna Fish,
2 cans 35c Snider’s Peas, in glass,

Crab Meat,

2 tins 29<

2 tins 21c
jar 19«

Del Monte Peas,

2 cans 43c

osts mean

can 1&

::PICNIC SPECIALS::
MINCED HAM, Sliced.................................................... 2 ibs
PRESSED HAM, Sliced..................................................2 lbs
MACARONI and CHEESE, Loaf.............................. 2 lbs
BOILED HAMS, Machine Sliced................................... lb

i-aas/i scwimgs tor
estinghouse owners
4-Way Economy helps you to
beat the “High Cost of Living'’

25c
29c
27c
39c

SANDWICH SPREADS

Boned Chicken, 6 oz tin 37c
Boned Chicken 7*/t oz jar 49c
Armour’s, College Inn,
Potted Meats, six 3% oz 25c
Kingan’s
Sandwich Spread, pt jar 23c
Peanut Butter,
lb jar 19c
Wafer Sliced Beef, 2 jars 25c Sardnes,
d tins 21c
Potato Chips,
lb 49c Prepared Mustardf jars 19c
FRIENDS BREAD..................................................... iJoaf 08c
ASSORTED

You don't need to »kimp on your budget to meet recent
increase! in food costs. Westinghouse Refrigeration is
saving money for others... it can do the same for you.
Let ua explain in detail. See new 1935 Westinghouse
Streamline models. No obligation. Come ini

GETTING READY FOR IT
It's a sickening business for peaceloving people of the world, this watchl.,s a group of the chief nations of
It. steadily equipping themselves with
huge armaments designed for no
other purposes than those of war.
The world is fed up with war.
with the horrors that go hand in
hand with It and the long, long bit
ter aftermath, such as the present
times are weighted with. And what
can be done, with those countries on
the distant side of the water steadily
getting themselves into battle form?
There is no sounder advocate and
practical exponent of peace than this
Nation of ours, but it can't avoid the
plain demand of a situation that calls
for self-protection when the balance
of the world has gone cuckoo. It was
Washington who told his people that
in the time of peace they should pre
pare for war. Today this applies not
solely to wars of our own. but also to
those that may take place upon the
other side of the map.
THE OLD HOME WEEK
When your mind casts back upon
the Old Home Week that our city
one time celebrated, it is to recall
some happy memories. Wc read that
up New Hampshire way. where the
idea has continued to have recogni
tion. they ore preparing for its ob
servance the present summer. Our
own people will remember several sea
sons In which Old Home Week scored
notable success. Doubtless it could
as happily be repeated. Scattered all
over the face of the country are people
whose lines run back to this city of
their birth or later association. Wc
believe a reorganized Old Home Week
would find them_flockiiX back to it
b
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3 tins 25c

FRANKFORTS............................. ;»bs 31c

REAL DOUGHBOY STEEL HELMETS...................... each 15<
—RE IN' STYLE—WF IR ONE ON' TIIF. FOURTH-

You buy cheaper by
buying in quantities

DIAMOND or CUT-RITE WAX PAPER,

Buying in quantities ... buying larger
cans ... saves you money every time.
Foods keep perfectly in your Weating
houae. Savings should average S% of
your monthly food bill... from $1.M la

OUR OWN' MANHATTAN BRAND
FLU. 25 OUNCE
LARGE BOTTLE
EITHER PACE OR GOLDEN—KO CHARGE FOR BOTTLES
BUY IT BY TIIE CASE OF SIX BOTTLES

GINGER ALE

You buy “specials”
on bargain days
Shop leas often ... shop on "bargain
days"... and save money. You can
"stock up” without fear of spoilage when
you have a Weatinghouae. Save in thia
way another 5% on your budget...
from 11.00 Is Sl.SO a awalh.

You save on costs of
refrigeration
-«

ELECTRICITY

t i

LIME RICKEY
GINGER ALE

12 no-75c

makes it more advisable than ever
before to own an electric
refrigerator

Moxie, 2 ps 25c
font l

Cliquo flub

FRUIT SYRUPS,
1 Cen Del Mcnle Salmon

both for 37c

19c

hot

4TH OF JULY SPECIALS

1 Can Del Monte Peas

Weatinghouae super-economy from the
famous hermetically-aealed unit and
extra-thick insulation will pay you a big
dividend on your actual refrigeration
coats. Even on the average savings re
ported by owners you gain > ■. from SOc la
SI .00 a imetk.

4

No Charge For Bottiex
AI.L FLAVORS

Food spoilage coats moat families about
lc per person per meal. With a Weating
houae you save thia ... and add many
tempting leftover dishea to your menus.
Your savings from thia source are ourpriaing ... from 11.00 la 14.00 a meal*.

Ginge ale
2 bbb2(c
(oidntt

MONTE
ALM0

ALASKA SOCKEYI

DEL MONTE CALIFORNIA SARDINES,

3 cans 25c

__________

ALL THIS WEEK AT OUR MAIN STREET STORE

HEINZ SALE AND DEMONSTRATION
MRS. GRACE LOOMIS IS WITH US

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THE
L

NEW LOW RATES

CENT
P-0W8

■1

16t

COOLING BEVERAGES

UN a manth.

You make better use
of “leftovers”

I rolls

INI
r

Daily Deliveries to,
Thomaston
Rockport
Owl's Head
Crescent Beach
Holiday Beach

JlahkeL
EVERYTHING

TO

EAT

Ample
Parking
Spare
At Our
rk Street
Market
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The vocal classes o( Mrs Nettle Bird
Frost at the High School will be held ,
tonight and tomorrow night, this [
week.

VINALHAVEN
Clothing

,

Mary LJWhitcheriTolman of Owl's
Head, wife of Ezekiel Tolman, died
last night aged 92. Funeral at the
home Friday at 2 p. in.

M T w
1 [2 3
T 8 9 10
14 15 16 17
21 22 23 24
28 29 30 31
s

T F s
4 5 6
11 12 13
18 19 20
25 26 27

COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
July ♦—Independence Day
July 5-#—Thomaston Garden Club
■ lower show at Harriet Levensaler a house
n Knox street
July ft Downle Bros. Circus In Rock,
land.
July 7-8—"Century of Service" Cele
bration. 100th anniversary of Rockland
Congregational Church
July ft—Camden- Doris Heald's Dance
Recital In Opera House
July ft—Doris Heald's Dance Recital In
Rockland High .School auditorium
July 11—Camden At Opera House,
Colby College Players In "Morning at
Seven." Benefit of Camden Relief Asso
ciation. Followed by reception at White
hall
July IS—St. Bwlthln’a Day
July IS—(7 30 p m I Annual meeting.
Knox County Association for rural
religious education. Unlverxallst vestry
July 1ft Camden—Garden Club flower
show
July 1ft- Thomaston—Federated Circle
summer fair on Congregational Church
lawn.
July 21-Boston Yacht Club's annual
cruise disbands at Camden
July 24 — Waldoboro- Lawn party of
Woman s Club
July 24-Aug
21 - - Castine — Alumni
Camp at Sandy Point
July 2S—Camden—At Opera House, Jit
ney ciayers with Ethel Barrvmore Colt.
Benefit Camden Relief Association
July 26—Camden—At Opera House,
matinee, special for children. Jitney
Players with Ethel Barrymore Colt In
"Wizard of Oz
Benefit Camden Relief
Association
July 2ft—Camden - At Opera House In
the evening Jitney Players Ethel Barry- I
more Colt. In "She Stoops to Conquer."
Benefit Camden Relief Association
July 31 — Rockport
Baptist Ladles I
Circle mid-summer fair on church lawn
Aug 5—Eastern Star Held day at Glen- j
cove Grange hall
Aug 7—Camden—St. Thomas' parish I
annual bazaar on rectory lawn.
Aug
12-13—Fifth
annual poultry I
school at University of Maine
Aug. 14—Owls Head Church fair and
supper.
Sept 25-27—State W C.T.U. convention J
In Gardiner.
COMING REUNIONS
Aug 1ft—Light reunion at W
Light s. Razorvllle.

W

Two coursA of granite have been
laid on the Postoffice annex.

Through the months of July anti
August Winslow-Holbrook Post will
hold but one meeting a month—the
second Thursday.

The Sweet Shop at South Hope now
has continuous teleohone service.
And that's about what It amounts to
at that popular resort.
King Solomon's Temple Chapter
will have a stated meeting Fourth of
July night if the members get their
fire crackers touched ofi in season.

Patriotism will swav tomorrow's
meeting of the Lions Club in a pro
gram prepared bv Col. E K Gould.
The surviving Civil War veterans will
be guests.
The Coast Ouard asks the Works
Relief Administration for $5.399 746
of which amount $145,000 would be
expended for replacing various sub
marine cables along the coast.
Edwin D Kendrick, assistant coun
ty agent ol Knox County writes to the
Federal Housing Administration that
quite a number of loans have been
placed through Rockland and Thom
aston banks
Among those registered at Crescent
Beach Inn are Mr and Mrs. J. L.
Dobbins and son of Waynesborouch.
Penn.. Mr. and Mrs. Leon Ahearn of
Cranston. R I. and Miss M. Allison
of Garden City, L. I.

Word has been received that W.
Harrison Sanborn. Jr., died suddenly
yesterday mornlnj in Miami. Fla.
after a long illness. He was a sufferer
from mastoid complications. He was I
17. and would have graduated last
month had not illness prevented.
,
Oolden Rod Chapter held Its final j
meeting of the season Friday night,
the brief session devoted entirely to
business. Announcement was made
of the annual field day to be held at ’
Olencove Orange hall Aug. 5. each 1
chapter In the district to present two ,
numbers on the program. There will ]
be no more meetings until In Sep-1
tember.

See me for automobile insurance.
Lumberman's Mutual has always
made a substantial dividend saving.
Stock companies, six months pro
rata. Best of service, strongest com
panies.
M. F. Lovejoy, Masonic
Temple, Rneklant Telephone 1060-J.
51-tf
-------------------\

slacks so he came here
and bought three
You'll do the same when you see
these, for the pattern), will egg you

on and the prices will keep you
rhooslng.

$2.00 to 16.00
FOURTH OF JULY ISSUE

Anah Temple of Bangor, has In
vited all Maine golfing Shriners to
I participate, on a handicap basis. In
its third annual tournament, to be
! held at Orono. July 12. Edwin C
! Bumard of Portland, secretary and
handicapper of the Maine State Oolt
Association, will conduct the tourna
ment, and a large field of players
' from all sections of the State Is expected to attend the event. Substantlal prizes will be awarded. Entrants will be required to show their
1935 Shrine membership card when
reglstermg In the evening the visitors will join with Anah's nobility in 1
a monster smoker, to be held in
' Brewer Qty hall. A snappy program
! of metropolitan vaudeville will fur|nlsh mrrry entertainment for this j
i closing feature. Admission will be '
J by 1935 membership card.
The Thomaston Garden Club is to
hold ita annual peony show from 1 30
to 9.30 p. m Friday and Saturday In
*•
— historic ■—house
—— at n9 w
—_ street.
the
Knox
This house in which the exhibition
will be made was originally built lor
the keeper of the gate ornamented
with a beautifully carved eagle which
then gave entrance to the lane lead
ing to the Gen Knox estate. In
1823 the lane was opened to the pub
lic and became Knox street Capt
Caleb Levensaler purchased the
house, and his family continued to
live there until 1934. when his
daughter Harriet, died at the ad
vanced age of 90 years. It la now the |
only house In Thomaston having a
picket fence The Garden Club has
specialized in peonies and many of
the most highly rated varieties arc
grown In the gardens of club mem
bers

National Commander Belgrano.
who addressed the State convention
THE YOUNG BARNSTORMERS
of the American Legion in this city
June 19. Is to speak for 15 minutes
The Follies Revue and Fashion
over the NBC chain Fourth of July at
Show on Friday last, at the Middle
5 p m.. daylight.
street barn of Mr. and Mrs Charles
The Thorndike's new marquise was Wotton, was a great social success as
installed bv electricians yesterday. well is of financial assistance to a
Patrons of thus popular hostelry are most deserving and enterprising com
still saving nice words about tit** re pany of voting sub-sub-debs of the
modeled hotel, and Mrs. O'Neil's city. The cast Included Dorothy
Feterr.on, announcer, who in that
classy dining hall.
role exhibited marked charm and
The Penobscot Bav Players will pclsc. which put the large and very
present "Hav Fever," a three-act appreciative audience at once into an
comedy by Noel Coward the latter expectant mood. Ruth Wotton. Mary
part of this month and in August, at Wctton, Louise Veazie Dorothy
the height of the summer season. Ercwer. Baibara Cunningham and
"Pinafore" and probably another play Colleene Fry formed the cast. and
were each excellent in a variety of
will be put on.
parts presented.
Richard Brown
Funeral services for Andrews A. lightly facing the fact of being the
Mitchell were held from the Russell only masculine member of the show,
Funeral Home 8unday. Rev. George filled the oart of door-man and tick
F. Currier of the Rockport Baptist et-taker with great dignity and care
Excellent music
Church officiated. The bearers were ful oversight.
Irving Mitchell. Edward Mitchell. throughout the show was dispensed
Guy Mitchell. Perley Mitchell. Charles from a veiled distance, but proved
Barthell. Lee Ramsey. Interment In thoroughly efficacious Home-made
candy of delicious quality was sold
West Rockport cemetery.
between acts. All the late New York
Gardens in the Boothbay Harbor and Paris fashions were displayed,
region will be open to the public on including beach and sun-tan toggery
July 13 from ,10 a m. to 5 p. m. In of most exclusive designs.
»
quire at home of Miss Mary Kenniston. 54 Oak street, for tickets and pro
Mr. Hoover Is bark in circulation '
gram,To find Mi.ss Kenniston'a and complaining of the course of,
home, on entering Boothbay Harbor events. He doubts if we shall go far
at church on left take right hand road with drugged individualism as a!
of the Boothbay Harbor Garden Club. watchword.
Oak street—seventh house on right.
Mrs Norman H. Hodgdon. president
is in charge.

Special dry cleansing, 80 cents,
plain garments, men and women.
Peoples LauBdry. Tel. 170, City. 74-tf

He needed a pair of

The annual school of Instruction of
You won't buy one pair . . . you'll
Eastern Star chapters In District 11
took place In Union on Friday with
be like the neighbor who drops in
Orient Chapter as host. Ten of the
eleven chapters in the' district 1 to say "hello" and then stays for
were represented. Mrs Carrie N
dinner.
Smith of Warren, district deputy I
grand matron, presided. The ad
dress of welcome was given by Avh
They’re as cool as the trousers to
Nichols, associate matron of Orient
Chapter and the response was made
your pajamas . , . you ran wear
by Esther Starrett of Ivy Chapter of
(hem
with any coat, including a
Warren. Among g tests were Mrs
Eunice W Larrabee of Belfast, grand
coat of tan and when it comes to
matron. Mrs Henry Otlkcy ol Jslesboro. district deputy grand matron. price • • • you never took less out of
District 13. Mrs Gertrude Morrow
your trouser pocket for a pair of
of Camden, grand chaplain. The de
gree was exemplified by a staff from trousers.
the various chapters selected by Mrs
Smith.

Advertisers and other con
tributors are asked to bear in
mind that the Fourth of July
issue of The Courier-Gaictte
will go to press next Wednesday
afternoon, the holiday falling
upon the date when the publica
tion would ordinarily appear.

and don't forget we have the
Polo Shirts and Hose to go

with them.

GREGORYS
«16 MAIN ST„ BOCKI.AND, ME.

young Douglas had reached the
age 0{ seven when he was promoted
to.the dignity of having a room to
himself. His fond parents had furjoshed it with great care and showed
lt to him with no little pride and sat^faction.
Douglas viewed it in silence,
' Now. son." said his father, "this
fumtture is of the best. It will last
you a lifetime '’
gml Douglas kept silent,
Don't you like It. Douglas?"
"O, yes. I like lt. But how do
know ir.y wife will like it?”
BORN

At Lynn
Ho». June —
plt*I.
24. to Mr and Mr« George
Potc- » wn
WEBSTER At Vinalhaven June 28. to
Mr and Mr' Kenneth Webster.
daughter

MARRIED
WYLLIE-CADIEUX-At Maritwro. Mass
June 29. th' Rev E J Bullock. Sidney
M Wyllle of Warren and Mlsa Carrie
C Cadteux of 2S El Lx avenue. Marl

boroDIED
cheaper - At* W^ord^mS

agrd 85 years Interment in German
Lutheran cemeteift'
tolman — At owl s Head July l Mary
L. (Whltcher). wife of Ezekiel Tolman
aged 92 years. 7 months. 6 days Funeral
at the residence Friday at 2 o'clock
SANBORN—At Miami. Fla July 1. W
Harrison Sanborn. Jr a native of
Rockland.aged 17 years
JOYCE—At Rockland, June 29. Frank A
Joyce, «ged 77 years. 10 months. 23
days
Interment at North Haven
MOODY—At Rockland. July 3. George
Waverlej' Moody, aged 72 years, S
months. 23 days Funeral Wednesday
at 2 o'clock from Burpee's parlors.
STANLEY—At Rockland July 1. Ernest
Stanley, aged 70 years. 3 months. 1
dav
Funeral at church in Manset
Wednesday at 1 o'clock Odd Fellows
service.

IN MEMORIVM
In loving memory of our dear mother.
Clara Harrington, who passed away July
1. 1929
Leroy Harrington. Katherine II Small
CARD OF THANKS

This Is to thank all those who ren
dered ua assistance and lor floral tributes
during our recent bereavement
Mr and Mrs F. J. Taylor. Mr. and Mrs
C E Marshall.
Tenant's Harbor

BURPEE’S
Funeral Service
AND

Funeral Parlors
Established 1840
Licensed Embalmera and
Attendants
John O. Stevens,
Alden Ulmer
Emily W. Stevens, Arthur Andrews

Day or Night Telephone

450

AT

Representatives in all largs cities
in the United States and Canada

ELM STREET.

UAMDE^J

SPECIAL
Chicken Barbecue
Sandwich
with Strawberry Shortcake
35c
TEL. 2007 CAMDEN

79-80

SALE OF ANTIQUES

Including Old Glass, China, Rugs, and

J. J. NEWBERRY CO.

LOW PRICE FOOD DEPT., JULY 1-1

1 Oc

lEHo,

SALMON,

Knit Your Bathing Suit

•

can 6c

"*22“

Olives, tall bot 10c Prunes,

DERBY DRIED BEEF,

2 lbs 13c

10c; Ige 19c '

PICKLES

CRACKERS

1 /p

FOURTH OF JULY

4 CORNER T ROOM

Senter Crane

Household Furnishings

The annual meeting of the Knox1
County Chapter. American Red Cross, i
Is to be held this afternoon at t|
o'clock In the Red Cross office, 507
Main street.

TALK OF THE TOWN

The "night before the Fourth " the
Ameiican Legion and Ladies Aux
iliary will hold a dance at Cappy's
hall. Toddy Bridges' dance band has
been engaged. The afternoon of the
Fourth at 2 o'clock, the annual
fashion and babv show. War relics
will be displayed. At 9 in the eve
ning the prize danep. with music bv
the Fakes. Refreshments will be
served at Cappv'a hall dav and night
The regular supper will be served
Friday at the Latter Day Saints
Church from 5 to 6 o'clock
Miss Alma Libbv of Wollaston,
Mass., arrived Saturdav.
,
Many articles collected from different parts
Mi's Dorks Stordahl Is home from
Fitchburg Mass.
of the world
Miss Elsie Holmqulst. has employ
ment at 8qulirel Island.
Mi.' l AUegra Ingerson is home from
Augusta.
Estate or Mary Fisher Bosson
Mr and Mrs. Albert Annis ot Wal
IN OUR NEW COTTON SHOP
tham Mass . are guests of Mr. and
First National Bank Building
Mrs E. G Carver
Miss Nathalie Smith went Saturdav
Belfast, Maine
to Woodfords where she Is a student
A new and interesting department on the Second
nurse at St. Barnabas Hospital
Floor featuring the better Cotton Dresses . . . sizes
David Duncan, rv.-al free delivery
canicr. began his duties July 1.
' 14 to 52 .. .
Mr and Mrs. Kenneth Webster
• Virginia Winslow) art receiving •■ongratulations on the birth of a daugh
ter June 28
1 o introduce this department we offer:
Misses Ruth Wahlru.ii and Doris
Lane went Mondav to Squirrel Island
$2.98 Dresses,
' where they will spend the summer
I months.
William Clayter has returned from
3.98 Dresses,
[Portland where he attended cu.n- &
mencemcnt exercises of Junior Col
1.98 Dresses,
lege
At the ball game Sutv’-v score was
• Srcrsurkerw
EMERALD ISLE
6 to 2 in favor of Vinalhaven in play
with Thomaston.
nr a r
sweet peak
i
• String Knit*
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Cassie of
REG. 2 FOR 25c VALUE
• Voiles
Canada have been guests the past
® Eyelets
week of Mr. Cass.e's mother. Mrs.
Mary Cassie.
1
Miss Josephine Sanborn graduated
June 24 from Westbrook Seminary
PLAIN OR STlimD
LARGE SWEET
Junior College in Portland. She com
pleted a two years' course as medical
secretary. Her mother. Mrs. Louise
Sanborn, attended commencement
exercises They returned home Wednesdav
MSM
L. H. Young and son Paul. Mrs
Gammons and Miss Beatrice Lamb of
Make your leisure time valu
Auburndale. Mass., arrived Friday at
the Ames' faim bungalow for the
able and interesting
Ll
MUTTER. LUNCH. ORA- « a
season.
GENUINE DILL.
quart 15c
HAM. GINGER SNAPS.
Miss Virginia Black, who teaches at
Tioga Spanish.
ball 30c
SWEET
MIXED,
quart
23c
Pound Package
West Hartford Is home for the sum
ft
mer vacation.
Thewe Are Delicious
SALTY SODAS, two 1 lb pkg 19c
Bear Brand Casslmere,
Abert Carver. Jr., is guest of Percy
ball 50c
L. MePhee in 'Rockland
Joan Johnson is visiting her aunt.
1
Minerva Knitting Worsted,
Mrs W E Whitney, in Rockland
skein 1.30
Miss Catherine Calderwood. who has
been studying music In Denver. Col.,
has arrived here
Vinalhaven High School Alumni
met at Union Church vestry Friday
< at 6 o'clock for the annual banquet
SENTER CRANE COMPANY
and get-to-gether. A happy spirit
hovered over the gathering and served
NOTICE TO MARINERS
j to give the members of the class ot i
with an exhibition of the work of the town, her lifelong home, had been i
UNION
a hard working woman until falling
1935 a rousing welcome. This town 1
children and an entertainment eye sight caused her to reluctantly
West Penobscot Bay—Seal Ledges
lias always been famous for the fine
_____
There are many word sof praise for
.-uppers served and on thia occasion
Mr and
w j &
and Mra ' Miss Leary, the local teacher and lay aside her work She did dress Vhixtlp Rlinv V.Q ^fnrmnrlv flrnon
the ladies of Union Church Circle Et„pl Orlffln w,.h Mrs Maxlne friends who aided In making the making for many years, also sale of Island Seal I .edges Whistle Buoy 1
crochet work, and was never Idle un- Ol reported In sinking condition was
under direction of the president. Mrs Hfnth #t (he whcfl_ motored t0 Ve- school pleasant and profitable
til obliged to be less active. For over relieved June 28
Charles Chllles. produced a master- ron., Wednesdav for a visit with
, 30 years she sang as soprano In the
piece, serving more than 150 guests. relatlves Mrs Qriffln remaining un-'
Mrs. Louise Barhelder
Congregational Church here, and
About 15 million pounds of small
I an excellent chicken supper. The ta-1
Sunday
Mrs. Louise Barhelder died June 28 went far and near to sing at funerals, gage sausage casings from sheep,
bles were decorated with huge bou-'*
.'
. „
Mrs Baehelder was a member of goats, etc., were imported in 1934,
quets adding festive air io the ban- ,
‘L ™ .Lp LJnn^Mthe new at the home of Mr. and Mrs Fred
quet Officers elected are: President., ’"1*’ V'T nnioT
' Bessey where she had been making the Rebekah Lodge which body at- while over 37 million pounds of large
her home. Mrs. Baehelder who was tended the funeral Sunday at the easing* from beef and hogs were ex
Curtis Webster; vice president. Ernest ‘
ported.
Mrs Susie Winant has returned to one of the oldest residents of this i Philip Simmons funeral parlors.
Conway; secretary. Evelyn Patrick
j treasurer. Melville 8mith; executive East Boothbay after a month's visit
committee. Arthur Small. Cleo Drew. with Alice Ames.
Donald Poole.
Letters from Carrie; Mrs. Lela Haskell has sold her barn
Crockett Colemere and Hope Black | to Charlie Burgess who will take It
Lewis were read. The principal down and remove lt.
Barlow Weatherbee was a visitor
speaker. O. V. Drew, gave a fine ad
dress. The usual cheers were given— Supday at the home ol Mr. and Mrs.
always an interesting interlude Eddie Justin Ames.
Whalen's orchestra, the Privateers, of
Mrs. Abbie Newbert. Mrs. Nettle
Rockland, furnished music for the Jameson. Mrs Alice Matthews. Mrs.
banquet and dance held In Memorial I .a ura Starrett and Miss M. Grace
hall. The orchestra of nine pieces Walker of Warren were callers at the
was peppy, up to date, and gave an Ames home last week.
added zest to the ball.
Mrs. McEdwards of Livermore
Isabelle Fraser. Polly Wood and Falls is visiting at the home of her
Minnie Wood of Quincy, Mass were SOn. Donald McEdwards, and daughA
in town to attend the Vinalhaven ter Mrs. Smith.
alumni banquet.
Mrs. Myrtle Watts who has been
An interesting children's concert was ! guest of her son Francis Watts in
preoented Sunday evening at Union Lawrence. Mass. the past two;
Church by the Sunday* school with months, has returned home.
this program: Children's Day song by
Mrs. Lizzie Morton of Melrose, I
the school; recitation. Welcome. Con Mass., was here last week to attend J
stance Webster; The Announcer, Edith the funeral of Electa M. Lucas.
Andrews; exercise. Mary Ames. Doro- j
Mr. and Mrs. Smith and two chit- j
thy Johnson. Edith Hail. Joyce Rob
dren of Livermore Falls have moved [
inson: song. He Loves Me Too. Pris
cilla Whitington; recitation, Richard to the house owned by Fred Lucas.
Mrs. Alice Robbins who has had 1
Dyer; scripture reading. Matta Rob
inson. followrj by prayer by Rev. N employment at Charles Lucas' has j
F. Atwood; exercise. Ann Robinson. returned to North Union.
Mrs. Crystal Porter was calling on'
Jane Shields. Ada Dyer. Phyllis Bogren; song. How Do You Do. by the friends here last week.
Funeral services for Mrs. Louise'
school; recitations. Mary Helen Ames,
Frankie Smith. Annette Davis, Ber Barhelder were held 8unday. Rev. C.|
nadette Nichols. Ethelyn Johnson. H B Seliger of Rockland officiating.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Carpenter
Douglass Hall. Mary Margaret Chllles.
Priscilla White; duet. Ruth Arey ar.d have moved to the Lamson house.
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Storer were
Ruth Carver; piano solo, Betty
Brown. The offering was taken by visitors at Chester Butler's Sunday.
Miss Maude Fuller and Miss Muriel
Maurice Gray, Priscilla Chllles. Mari
bu*thei:r.be ^rt
lyn Carver. Carolyn Calder; recita Robbins of Appleton were recent call
tions, by Bernadette Nichols. Phyllis ers on Mrs Myrtle Watts.
The vacation school closed Fridaw
Whittington. Ruth Arey; song. Rock(l)
^ue by
a-Bye, Ruth Kittredge. Marjorie
it
he
Jennie Young; recitation, Annette
Smith. Maurice Oray. Marion White.
Davis; exercise, school; recitation,
Ruth Carver; song. Sunbeams, school;
recitation. Paula Gray; song. Bobby
Teelc; recitations. Gertrude Sawyer,
Edward Greenleaf; duet. Ruth and
Norma Skoog; recitation. Hazel Gray;
To Select That Pair of
song. America. Edward Greenleaf and
Lawrence Oakes; recitation. Ethelyn
Johnson. Priscilla Whittington: song.
Violets, school. Miss Dorothy Cobb
c^®®Per »
.
was announcer and the accompanists
were Rev. N F. Atwood and Hrs Albert
Carver.
A Large and Varied Selection of
Mrs. Louise Wareliam and daughter
Fine Summer Material
Ellen, tehchers at Concord. N. H . nnd
m°re ""W IWoT *'e*»owo?'fc21!r
Exeter, N H., respectively, arrived
FOR SPORT OR DRESS
Saturday.
Mrs. Scott Littlefield was hostess
Awaits Your Earliest Inspection
Mi nday evening to the 4 A s.
Regular meeting fo Ladies of the
HOLIDAY SPECIAL!
G AR. Friday. Covered dish suoper.
l®nmore of it
WASHABLE SLACKS, $2.25
WHITE FLANNELS, >2.50 up
m
GREY FLANNELS, $2.95 up

PRESENTING

Motorists are making detours on
Union street while a new section of
improved road Is being built between
Talbot avenue and Rankin street.

J1[JLY

Fage Jhrai

AMBULANCE
Service b instantly available.
Experienced attendants on duty.

EXTRACT ROOT BEER,

450
ROCKLAND, MR.
20-tt

KOOLADE, all flavors,

pkg 05c

FRUIT SYRUP, all flavors,

bot 10c

ret,;

NOW!

IS THE TIME
SUMMER
TROUSERS

Suppose You

Smartly Tailored, Smartly Styled

Made To Measure Suits

Place an Ad. Here

$18.50 up
With Try-on

And Stop It

Day and Night Telephone
Ml MAKI 8T„

[Oc

If It Doesn’t Pay

Modern Sportswear
Co.
615 MAIN ST„
ROCKLAND
Opposite Rankin Hlix k
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« YOU AND YOUR CAR”

Here’s a tip
for the 4th

Points of Personal In
terest to Every Motorist
IT

Frederick C. Russell
A National Motor Authority
(Copyrighted*

Even the doughnut tire may run the car to wander and weave. Other
true to type toy having a hole in It.
causes of wandering are too tight
steering gear or looase wheels.
Heat Weakens Bent Axles
Helps Shift From Low
Trying to realign a bent axle by
More drivers than usual are find- j
healing It la one of the fallacies of lng that they cannot get out of low 1
service which should be carefully gear after accelerating for a smart ■
avoided The blacksmith shop was getaway. The reason 1s that engines j
all right as Dobbin's service station, 1 have been stepped up In compression
but times have changed. Axles and to a point where lifting the foot sud- |
Important parts of the steering as denly from the throttle Is like putting 1
sembly should be straightened cold. on the brakes. To shift out of low |
Tests have shown that after heat pull back on the shift and press down
treating the ability of parts to with the clutch pedal while lifting your 1
stand strain Is reduced from 30 to foot from the accelerator, not after '
43r:
For Instance, a steering arm If you don't quite master the Idea and I
and knuckle unit which would have the gears should stick, simply step on !
an Initial strength of 100 000 pounds the accelerator a moment.
was shown to drop to 70.000 pounds
Give Rooster More Time
after bends were taken out by the
heat process
In driving a car equipped with a
brake "booster", or assister keep in
Nipping Buds Of Accident*
mind that this device requires a little
It Is all very well to caution motor time In which to operate Usually a
ists against Indulging In accidents better stop can be had by pressing
but not much progress toward safety the pedal part way down and holding
can be expected until more drivera un It there until the booster goes Into i
derstand how and why accidents action Pressing all the wav down
start. Much that passes for careless on the pedal may not give as effec
ness can be traced back to lack of tive a stoo as the less vigorous plan
sufficient familiarity with cars How suggested because the driver then
many drivers, for example realize relies on his own physical effort and
that manv accidents have their actual does not give the booster time to(
origin while the car is parked?
help.
Service men oolnt out that If the
Two Tips For Touring
hand brake is drawn up and the car
Is parked for any length of time,
Follow a skillful driver If you want
following strenuous use of the service to make curves with a minimum of j
brake the drums are apt to warp. effort. Note from his stop-light that |
Such warpage is certain to cause he is applying the brakes Just before
grabbing brakes, with all the varieties he starts to go into the curves; not
of danger that go with them
after he has actually started to take
The habit of slipping the clutch, the curve Follow him closely and
or of accelerating beyond any reason | note that after he enters the curve
able need, may wear the clutch plates I at a suitable speed he increases his
until this vital unit falls short of speed as he goes through the curve
necessarv grip when the driver has j and comes out of it. This Just re
desperate need for getaway Every verses the usual process, and saves a
time the car Is carelessly parked at | lot of tire tread.
the curb so that one of the front
Perhaps vou have noticed that If
wheels Is strained the driver takes a It is necessarv to slow down for a I
step nearer an accident from shimmv curve on a hill the engine appears
It Is customary to group numerous to show renewed vigor when you seek ’
accidents under the heading "skidd pickup on the straightaway again 1
ing”. but how do these skids start? jThe explanation Is that during the
Is it not important for every driver j slowdown the motor enjovs additional
to remember that when he stops j lubrication which cools and oils It to
carelessly or goes along sliding one 1 greater efficiency
Most drivers
or two wheels, the wav Is being paved could do better on hllb if they were
for a possible smashup? Unevenly not so eager to climb and If they
worn treads always mean unequalized would banish the notion that a slow
traction. That's lust as dangerous down means sacrificing too much
as unequalized brakes
momentum.
Meehani« Joe Speaking:
Weak Springs Cause Bob
"Automobile radio should be com ’ The seasick feeling that comes with
plimented on Its success in serving as a car that takes the road too freely
a check on the efficiency of the car's , usually is an Indication of weak
Ignition system. Any excessive Inter i springs. While a new car will In
ference usually can be traced to variably ride easily because Its
something In the high tension sys j springs are freshlv tempered It will i
tem that needs attention. If recep I also ride steadily because those'
tion is not up to par. an inspection of j springs are able to recover more
the batterv will often show why.
rapidly from shock that flattens them j
"Car radio Is doing something for out As the metal of the spring
design as well as for service Some of leaves "wearies", however the car Is
the new cars are equipped with de given too free action and its occup
vices to Increase the generator's out ants are likely to think they are on
put whenever the set is In use. and the high seas Such excess flexibility j
anv car can have such arrangement may be due to too much oil on the !
attached to It. All this extra demand I spring leaves. Or the shackles may.
for current has brought the alr- I be too loose, not to mention shock j
cOoled generator which was needed absorbers which may need refilling (
years ago and might never have been with fluid.
developed without the stimulus of
What Readers Are Asking
radio"
Q I have tried to correct a tenToo Easy To Steer?
1 dency toward wheel movement by
If your car happens to be one of replacing the steering modulator,
many that steers so easily that It springs at the front end of the left
tends to weave all over the road try front spring, but the trouble con- ,
the plan of having your service man tlnues. Evidence that this 1s an
Increase the caster of the front axle actual condition, and not the product J
Just as too much caster causes hard of my imagination, is the fact that
steering so too little caster will cause
the front tires have not worn evenly.,
a a e
A. It would be interesting to try
shifting the right front tire to the
left front wheel, and vice versa. It
seems to me that the unevenly worn
tires themselveg are helping to make
matters worse. If the tires are badly
cupped, why not replace them? Some
times the effect of trouble can be
come the cause of a continuation of
.
I
It.
Q. Is it advisable to pack the hub
caps with grease when putting the
car in shape for touring? C. H.
A. Under no circumstances do
this. As a matter of fact, the Inside
of the hub caps of the frontwheels
should be cleaned with kerosene.
Grease In the rear hub caps serves
no purpose and Is merely wasted.
MACON STRJSBT
Q. I am annoyed by having the
clutch pedal strike the under side of
BOSTON
the toeboard when It is engaged. The
clutch 1s apparently adjusted cor
rectly. and I have checked the pedal
Ideal location on Beacon Hill,
to make sure that It does not cause
beside the Sate House, and
the clutch to slip. D. L.
overlooking K«ton Common
A If the adjustment is correct the
and Public Gardena
best thing to do would be to attach a
piece of rubber under the toeboard
so that the pedal will not make a
RESTAURANT
noise when it strikes the board.
a la carte and table d'hote

.

HOTEL

BELLEVUE

Club Breakfast
Lunch
Dinner

CAFETERIA
Pleasant outside location fac
ing Bowdoin and Beacon
Streets. Modem and up-todate.
A variety of foods
moderately priced.
EUROPEAN PLAN RATU

Rooms without bath

$2.00 up
Rooms with bath

$3.00 up
Spatial raw for
p»r«aanu a.

BOSTON

EAST UNION
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Hubbard
who have been recent visitors at the
home of Mr. Hubbard's uncle. George
Davis, returned Thursday to Strat
ford, Conn. They were accompanied
as far as Greenfield, Mass., by Mar
jorie Davis who will be guest for
several weeks of her sister, Mrs. Mil
dred Daleb.
Miss Mary Payson has employ
ment at Highfields Camp for the
season.
Miss C. A Fiske of Damariscotta Is
guest of her niece, Mrs. Edna Kearly.
A group of Beaver Camp girls ar
rived here Thursday.
Mrs. Mary Sawyer of Camden re
cently visited her sister, Mrs. Nellie
Davis.
Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Stephens,
Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Stephens and
son of Fairfield; Mrs. Roy Crotean,
Camden; Dr. and Mrs. Spaulding,
South Windham; Mrs. Emily Brown,
Archie Hanse, Waterville; Mrs. Laura
Soule, Randolph; Mr. and Mrs.
Austin Clough and two daughters of
Rockland were entertained Sunday
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Bogle.
w

1

A recent investigation showed that 23% of the
motorists who start out in the family car for •
Fourth of July trip, fail to secure an expert check
up of their automobiles before leaving.
The result is a ruined holiday for many
motorists—and holidays come too seldom to take
such a cham-c.

The Richfield station or dealer in your neighbor
hood has complete equipment for giving your car a
careful and thorough checking before your trip.
No annoying body-squeaks or rattles after a
Richlube AU-Point Lubrication job. No worry about
burnt-out bearings with Richlube Motor Oil. No
sluggish motor with Richfield Hi Octane Gasoline
that delivers premium performance at no extra cost.
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Another great discovery was
Richfield Hi-Octane Gasoline
for smooth, powerful motor
performance.

>
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Chief Sorrow Is That Ten of
Them Are Dead.

; values ;

Bergamo, Italy.—In a farmhouse
made of heavy blocks of gray stone
and built halfway on a mountain
dank between the towns of Albino
and Vallata lives and tolls the
proud man of the Alps, Slg. Vincenao Carrara, sixty years old, father
of twenty-six children.
A weather-beaten face, leather
necked and hands so calloused as
to feel like the taut surface of a
drum. Carrara today la quite happy
with hta lob Two things perhaps
still bhrn his heart. Of the twentysix children his three wives gave
him ten are dead. Another sorrow
la that hta 13,900 square meters of
land are not as fertile as they might
be.
If there ever was a worker In the
Alpine region Carrara is second to
none.
For years he has worked
and p»ayed for produce to spring out
of hit “stubborn" piece of land.
Of Carrara's sixteen living chil
dren two sons and two daughters
have abandoned the family hearth
to build famlttee of their own and
“give me a first series of nephews."
as he qnalntly puts IL The older
boys work In various Industrial
plants at Albino and have been
bringing home their first earnings
regularly. Carrara was offered a
Job In a factory once. He declined.
“Teresa (hta wife) belongs In the
farmhouse and I out In the field."
he claims.
Carrara had six brothers. One
waa famous; M. Ctomlllo Carrara,
former bishop of Eritrea, the Ital
ian colony In Africa. Blahop Car
rara was beloved by all Vatican au
thorities Intrusted with missionary
work.
Carrara first married when twen
ty-four. Her name was Ambrogla.
She ltked him, gave him hla first
eleven children, and then died. He
mourned her loss for one year and
then married a neighbor In 1914.
Marta Signori. In four years of
married bliss Marta gave birth to
three sons, who were born In 191.1,
1817 and 1918.
these the first
two, Ambrogto and Carlo, are liv
ing.
Another year of mourning fol
lowed when Marts died and then
Carrara married her sister. Teresa.
In 1919. He was forty-six then and
Teresa was twenty-six.
Teresa's children number twelve,
but two died, and Vincenzo was
wrapped In grief.

FOB. THE HOLIDAY

JULY 1 - 6
BFLENOID BRAND

FANCY RED—SOChEYE

SALMON

BRLBNDID BRAND

FANCY QUALITY

PEAS
2 CANS 35c
FANCY LIGHT MEA1

Planning a luncheea at

LIBBY'S

home— b picnic outdoors—

DEVILED MEAT

supplies for your Summor

Your Nation-Wide Grocer

MAYONNAISE

is fully stocked to toko

CUI RITE

JAR

WAX PAPER 2««l5e

of your ovary need.

3a25«

LILY CUPS
KNIGHTS—ASSORTED FLAVORS

PURE PRESERVES

A?21<-

.

SWEET MIXED PICKLES

< LB
JAR

FULL Q1
JAR

ANGLO CORNED BEEF

CAN

Vitamins, Tests Show
NORMAN "R"

Sunshine

FLOUR

NOBILITY
ASSORTMENT
uUSM STYLE BISCUITS
.j (

SPECIAL
PRICE
THIS WEEK

LB
BAG

■

$1.03

ill u

COLUMBIA BRAND

3

TOMATO SOUP

ROCKLAND GARAGE CO.

'AND THt SCHOOL

CANS

SEIDNER-S

Camp?

care

29«

2

TUNA FISH

Humble Fish Yield Rich

Vancouver, B. C.—A bllllon-dollar
Industry from the deep sea may
come to the nets of British Colum
bian fishermen as a result of tests
being made with a medical product
obtained from two of the humblest
fish In British Columbia waters.
A Vitamin A and D oil, blended
from oils obtained from the pilchard
and grayflsh livers, has been perPARK & UNION STREETS,
ROCKLAND, TEL 700 fected, It la believed.
Tests on school children of
Prince Rupert have revealed that
the oil is superior, more potent and
I quicker in action than cod-liver olL
several clubs, and of the Baptist1
WARREN
Church where she was vocalist. Mr. j Municipal Court in Ohio
Wyllie is an employe In the Georges |
Mrs. Anna Castagna and friends River Woolen Mills in this town.
Now “Pay. Its Own Way”
Mrs. Bessie GondeUl. and Mrs Eliza
Mansfield, Ohio.—When Mans
beth Tatasapaugh all of Canaan.
Free pillow and porter service, field's municipal court was estab
Conn., were guests last week of Mrs.
Lydia Lelno of Patterson's Mills. Quaker Stages. Tickets at Drewett's, lished in 1928, Jurists any laymen
Garage, telephone 0-21, Warren, Me questioned whether It would be able
Warren Highlands.
-79-84.
to pay Its own way.
Walter Tibbetts of Malden. Mass.,
has been guest of Mrs. Hannah Spear
Now, all doubt as to the answer
Twin Farms will serve dinners and has lieen dispelled. Judge R. E.
and Wesley Spear.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Hysler and lunches July 4. Phone orders, War Hutchinson, who has occupied the
Mrs Myrtle Broadman were recent ren 10-21.—adv.
municipal bench since the court
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Percy Jones
was created, said that receipts for
at 8t. George.
The young cow Is called a calf and the last seven years have totaled
Guests Sunday of Mrs. William Is used In the manufacture of chicken ' <208,510, as compered with ex
Stickney, Mrs. Helen Hilton and Mrs. salad.
penses of only <83,307, for the same
Clara Lermond were, Mr. and Mrs.
period.
Bernard Jordan of Medfield, Mass ,
Mrs. Alice Cook, Mr. and Mrs Joseph
Stickney and grandson Richard, of
Women’. Smoking Room.
this town. Mr and Mrs Bert Cook
Are Approved by College
and family of Hartland. Mr. and
Mrs. Earl Maxey. Thomaston; Mr.
Corvallis, Ore.—Women’s rights
and Mrs. Ralph Stickney, and Mr.
conquered tradition at Oregon
By Dr ALLEN Q UtELAND
and Mrs. Thomas of Rockland.
State college when the administra
» /r»wy iwr De^tom of PaMsr
Lewis Burgess and son 8tuart Bur
tion approved a provision for wom
gess of North Weymouth, Mass., ar
en's smoking rooms In two dormi
rived Sunday and will visit Mr and
tories. Authorities said establish
T
curing
Mrs. Sidney Vlnal for the week.
ment of the smoking rooms will
The summer auto trip with chil
A rose tea will be given Friday at
lessen fire hazards caused by co-eds
the Town hall at 4 o'clock, under the dren along takes a little planning.
smoking In their study rooms, a
auspices of the Women's Club. Tea Wherever you go, conditions are
practice that Is still forbidden.
sandwiches and fancy cookies will be not exactly the same as at home.
served. The public is Invited. Mrs.
Some families carry
Margaret Spear of Newton Centre,
water from home in
NEW YORK.-The American
Mass, and Warren, will speak; there
glass bottles. Others
Bankers Association Protective
will also be music, and a surprise
boil water and some
Committee has developed a plan of
number. The committee in charge
use the chlorine
bank inspection to bring out expo
Includes, Mrs. Ethel Griffin, Mrs.
treatment, which
sure hazards or weak spots la re
Mabel Peabody. Mrs. Ruth Philbrook,
your physician or
Mrs. Flora McKellar, Mrs. Lina
spect to attacks by criminals based
druggist will ex
Smith and Mrs. Bertha Spear. No
on Its long-established, nation-wide
fee will be charged for admittance.
plain.
Pasteurized
experience in investigating bank
The club's business session will be milk is your one safeguard when
burglaries, holdups and sneak thefts.
held at 3.30 the same afternoon.
traveling.
The Inspection covers eighty lead
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Jameson were
Always wash thoroughly alf
ing questions and seventeen recom
guests Thursday of Mr. and Mrs. fruit and vegetables purchased
mendations which are instructive In
Willis Moody at Fairfield. On their along the route. Do this even when
the prevention of such crimes.
return the Jamesons were accom you buy direct from the farmer.
These relate to such subjects as the
panied by their nieces. Misses Freda Just remember he may have used
use of alarms and other protective
and Virginia Moody who will pass the
poisonous sprays to kill insects.
equipment, also the condition of
summer with them here.
Take along a supply of paper
windows, doors, skylights aSid other
A son was born June 24 at Lynn
The glasses at roadside
entrances which have facilitated the
General Hospital in Lynn, Mass., to cups.
early morning entry of bandits who
Mr. ai.d Mrs. George Pote. formerly stands are not always as clean as
kidnap bank employees from their
of this community. Mother and child yours at home.
It is wise to consult your family
homes during the night,or break Into
are doing nicely .
• • • •
physician about first aid needs and
the bank premises and bind and gag
laxatives. A little kit is often •
the employees until one comes along
Wyllie-Cadieux
blessing when least expected. Be
who Is capable of opening the com
Friends are extending congratula
bination locks on vaults or safes.
tions to Mr and Mrs. Sidney Wyllie sure to put in the soothing lotions
on their marriage which took place at you use for poison ivy and the cold
4.30 Saturday afternoon at the Bap cream for sunburn.
A word about eating. The dan
tist parsonage in Marlboro, by Rev.
FARM ACCOUNTING
J. E. Bullock, pastor of the church, ger is in eating too much and at
One of'the major agricultural ac
the double ring service being used. irregular times. Avoid particular
The couple were attended by Mr. ly the temptation to drink sodas
tivities of the Georgia Bankers As
and Mrs. Albert Cadieux of Marl and bottled drinks. And conquer
sociation Is farm accounting. A
boro, brother and sister-in-law of the the desire to overload the stomach
Banker-Farmer Institute was held
bride. Immediately after the cere with ice water. No vacation can
with a program built around this
mony Mr. and Mrs. Wyllie left for a
be
had
while
riding
on
a
sea-sick
subject
The Bankers present
week’s trip and will be at home here
stomach.
pledged to Interest five of their farm
sometime after July 9.
er customers In adopting standard
Adults’ games are entertain
Mrs. Wyllie was employed until re
farm accounting records. Forty farm
cently with the clerical staff of the ment; boys’ games are serious bus
John A. Frye Shoe Co. of Marlboro. iness.
ers present signed up.
Dr. Irelund will discuss
She also has been active socially In them, in his next article.
her home city, being a member of

CHILD

19c

IAU. CAN
'll.

COOL DRINKS

CANS

for HOT DAYS

6 FLAVORS—1 PKG MAKES 10 GLASSES

1

i CRISP
ANDTASTV

I

2 PKGS 9^

FLA-VOR-ADE

package
BBa

NATION-WIDE

POTATO CHIPS I5

.

GINGER ALE

it OZ
BOTS

IAYLOTS

EVAPORATED

GRAPE JUICE .

MILK

GINGER

TALL
CANS

NATION-WIDE—RED BAG

.

PINT
BOT

ALE-20c ■2W25c
(plan deposit)

FOR MAKING FERFECT ICE CREAM

COFFEE

THE HEW

Jell-o Ice Box Freeze 2 PKGS 19<

,23c

NATION-WIDj< SERVICE

FRIENDSHIP

2

GROCERS

i

Arvilla F. Pottle
Residents here were saddened by
the death of Mrs. Arvilla Pottle
which occurred June 16 at her home
following several months illness. Mrs.
Pottle had been a lifelong resident of
this community and was highly re
spected by all with whom she had
been associated She was a devoted
wife and mother, a sympathetic
friend to all, and her passing has
been the occasion for deep grief by
those who knew her best
Mrs. Pottle was born Dec. 4. 1853,
the daughter of Elzina and Leorihrd
Condon. She was united in marriage
to George Pottle in 1873 Besides her
husband who faithfully cared for her
in her last illness, she is survived by
three children. Mrs Letha Brawn of
Bath; Alvin G and William O.
Pottle, both of this town; 11 grand
children; 22 greatgrandchildren; and j
one great-great-grandchild
Funeral services, at which many
beautiful flowers were in evidence,
were held at the residence, Rev w'
E. Lewis of the Methodist Episcopal
Church officiating The bearers were
Capt Melvin Lawrv Albion Wotton,
George Carter and Rufus Condon.
Burial was in the Harbor cemetery
Those from out of town who at-'
tended the funeral were Mavnard
Brown. Quincy. Mass.; Mrs. Cassie
Guptill. Harvard. Mass : Mr and Mrs.
Nathaniel Carroll and daughter. Amy.
Rockville; Mrs Cera Wnntworlh.
Mrs. Mary St. Clair Miss Mabie Pottle
Rockport; Mr. and Mrs. O. F Brown,
Bath; Mrs. E. S. Mayo and Mrs.
Grace Belden, Rochester, N. Y,

NO TRAFFIC OR TAXI/
RATES:

J.ngle ’<»-<w-J»
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HARD TO BELIEVE
' t..

It is actually hard to believe that such quick and

interesting results can come from the Classified Ads

in The Courier-Gazette From 10 to 50 answers are

frequently received to one advertisement.
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A CENTURY OF SERVICE

ATK^IJSJSAY:

(Conllnued From Page One)
--------------------------------------------

Increase, with no periods of recession
Today the church membership Is the ,
highest in its history, as is also the
tlcularly outstanding by reason of the
averuge attendance at Sunday school,
maintained constructive work accom while the young people's work is quite
plished over a long term of year^
as flourishing as ever and the Wom
They are: Rev. Samuel C Fessenden,
an's Association and other activities
nearly 20 years; Rev Charles Albert of the church are functioning very
Moore. 10 years; and Rev. Walter 8. efficiently.
Rounds. IS years.
During the period of the World War
No small amount of praise is due Vr the church proved its practical Chris
the faithful labors of the lay mem tian usefulness by turning over Its
bers ot the church who have served In vestry to the use of the Community
various official capacities during the Seivice Clubs, which maintained In
century. The list of deacons from this convenient location on Main
1838 to 1935 follows; Iddo Kimball. street a rendezvous for the men staCephas Starrett, Joseph O. Torrey, t.oned here in the naval service.
Samuel I. Lovejoy, A. Judson Shaw, Reudlng rooms, lounge rooms, and
William S. D Healey. Albert W. But general club facilities were thus made
ler. Frank P Hanscom. Lewis F. Star available to young men away from
rett, Eugene M. Stubbs. Jarvis C. home. The pastor at that time. Rev
Perry. James E. Stevens, Henry C. J. Erward Newton, served for a year
Chafto, Alfred E Keyes and Jesse E. In YMCA war work in France; 27
Brads treet.
young men of the church and parish
O. W. Kimball was first clerk of saw active service during the World
the church, from 1838 to 1870; and War, and both of the pastors serving
Jarvis C. Perry has served as clerk i the church since have been World
lor the past 21 years To these and War veterans. A magnificent silk
others who have served as church flag now adorning the pulpit of the
clerks, the parish owes the possession church was purchased during the war
of an unusually well-kept and com , and dedicated to the young men of
plete set of records for this century the parish in active service.
of service.
The
Rockland
Congregational
In 1883 the church building was Church is a popular one with the vast
extensively remodeled, and now offers numbers of people who make this
not only a very presentable appear vicinity their summer residence or
ance with its unusual architecture, vacation headquarters. Services are
but is well planned to serve the great maintained every Sunday of the year
est usefulness It celebrates its 100th without being closed at any time In
birthday with a new coat of paint the summer, and a high Intellectual
which makes its appearance even standard is maintained together with
more inviting.
a warmth of spiritual life which be
A survey of the church records re tokens as great influence for good dur
veals that the growth of the churcjb ing the next hundred years as has
has been a steady one throughout the •' marked the century of service now Be
century, each year marking steady ing celebrated.

Five

SUSAN VILAS, the frcc-style swim
ming champion, comments: "I’ve
discovered (hat Camels are mild.
They don't cut down my wind.
Camels are full of rich, smooth taste!”

"THEY DON'T

GET
YOUR WIND!" HY
CARL HUIIIll, star pitcher of the N.Y. Giants:
"Camels are so mild, they never get
my wind or ruffle my nerves."

• AM HOWARD, the highdiving champion, says: "I
can smoke Camels all I
want to and keep in perfect
’condition.' Camels arc so
mild. They never get my
wind. And when tired a
Camel gives me new energy."

010(01 tARKIR, the former
intercollegiate track star
"A cross-country runner has
to keep in shape. I've learned
one thing about cigarettes
— Camels are mild. They
don't get my wind, and they
never bother my nerves.”
.Z.

i. '—

OIOROI M. LOn, JR., tennis
star, says; "Camels never take
the edge off my condition
or get my wind, because
they are mild. I understand
more expensive tobaccos
are used in Camels. That ac
counts for (heir mildness!”

7

HONORS FOR COMMANDER CROSS
l Continued from Page One)
statewide attention—he was made
--------------------------------------------Junior vice commander at the Bangor
passed over his head the young man1 convention. He was elected senior
took up railroading, on a passenger vice commander the following year,
train running between Philadelphia in Augusta, and last month, had the
and Oxford. Penn. Sixteen months rather unusual distinction of being |
later he was in a bad railroad acci elected commander by unanimous
dent and returned home In 1894 he vote.
learned the tailoring trade, and has
Commander Cross Is a past com
been in that business for himself 10 mander of Ralph R. Ulmer Camp of I
years, being at the present time a Spanish War Veterans; is a 32d de
next door neighbor—and a good one gree Mason, and belongs to the
to The Courier-Oazette.
Baptist Men's League
Half-way
He became a member of Anderson measures do not satisfy him. and the
Camp in 1887. by virtue of the fac’ Department of Maine is bound to
that his father had served in the thrive the coming year, as did the
19th Maine Regiment during thg i local camp under his administrations
Mr. Cross is married, and has one
Civil War. He served as command^
of the Camp in 1932 and 1933. and in daughter. Mrs. Percy O. Merrifield of
1933—his fine work having attracted Somerville. Mass.

Page

BILL MIHLHORN, the Star
golfer, adds this timely word:
"I've got to keep fit to com
pete in tournament golf. I
can smoke Camels steadily.
From years at experience I
know they won't get my
wind or jangle my nerves.'*

CARL HUaailL, a Camel
smoker for many years,
caught in action on the dia
mond ! lie says: "Camels have
flavor, plus mildness—a rare
combination. And they nev
er get my wind. 'I'd walk a
mile for a Camel!'"

YOU'LL LIKE THEIR MILDNESS TOO!
Because Camels are so mild...made from more
costly tobaccos than any other popular brand...
you can smoke all you please. Athletes are agreed
that Camels do not jangle the nerves or get the
wind. You'll never tire of (heir appealing flavor.

"1

& COSTLIER
YOUC^
SMOKE
YOU W*"*

TOBACCOS!
Camels arc made from finer,
Mt)KF EXPENSIVE TOBACCOS
—Turkish and Domestic—
than any other popular brand.

chester. Mass., where they will be
guests of Mr snd Mrs. Harold T.
D.(urJ) R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO CO.
Partridge
0 IBS, R J R-roold. Tok la.
Winxoo-Selcm, N. G
Mrs Clarence Harmon of iWood• • • •
jrds was weekend guest of her aunt,
Miss Hrald's Dance Recital
flss Mary C. Davis. High street. She
as accompanied as far as Rockland
Dainty costuming knows no more
1 also a friend from Portland, are
ROCKPORT
SUNSET
y Mrs Blanche Harmon who visited apt season for Its display than mid- J
BIG FIVE LEAGUE
visiting Mr and Mrs. Arthur Eaton
Natives in the city.
Mr and Mrs. Harvey Harmon arsummer, selected by Miss Doris
Alden Thurston of New York Is
Miss Marie Twohig has returned to Heald for presentation of her pupils I Sunday results: Pirates 18. War-)
Mrs Carolyn Greenlaw has re- rived Wednesday and will occupy the
visiting his mother Mrs. Mary Thurs
loston after spending several weeks
ren 10; Rockport 10, Cement Co 3;
Shaw cottage for the season They
ton and sister Mrs. Eva Gould for a turned from Bluehill Hospital.
nth Mr. and Mrs Frank H. Wilbur. In dance recital at the Opera House Battery F 18. South Thomaston 9;
... ,
,
were accompanied by Mrs Harmon's
few days.
L
M
b 7
Miss Lillian Greenlaw is home for mot|,er
3
5
I
1
Mr. and Mrs Ollbert Patten ar- Monday at 8.15. Youthful perform Battery F 7. South Thomaston 4.
Samuel Mayes, a student of the the summer
Ive Wednesday from New York city ers rarely lack generous-proportloned
.- . .—
The Standing
Curtis Institute of Music, is at the
a pass the summer at Overock
i 12
13
|O II
audiences, but Miss Heald's talented
9
8
Mrs.
Jennie
Hosmer
met
with
a
home of Mrs. Mildred Colby for the
GLENMERE
W
L
PC.
Henry Beverage, son Donald and young dancers possess a box office
season.
painful accident last Thursday re
Cement Co........... 6
2
.750
aughters, Ruth and Christine of
n
Ko
2
66"
Mr and Mrs. Everett McLellan
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Merrill of sulting in a dislocated shoulder and
•
15
m
•ortland have been guests of his record of "standing room only" and Pirates ________ 4
2
66‘
Lawrence, Mass., were weekend arm.
Thomaston recently visited the fo
aother. Mrs. A. F Beverage, 8ea are In prospect of outdoing them Rockport .............. 4
I rner's mother, Mrs. Charles Davis
Battery F..... ....... 3
5
.375
guests of his brother-in-law and sis
20
SS 19
treet. Christine will remain here for selves In this latest exhibition.
21
Mrs Ethel Eaton and (laughter . Mrs Lewis Taylor and Mrs. Aust:
ter Mr and Mrs James Miller. On
So. Thomaston
2
4
.333
he season.
A larger variety of numbers than Warren _______ _ 1
W
returning Sunday they were accom Gwendolyn arrived here Wednesday Elwell were visitors Thursday at tl
5
.167
NW
Pedro Fernandez and Capt. Wil hitherto makes the program decided
home of Maude McLellan.
panied by Miss Ruth Miller who will after spending a week in Boston.
25 2b
24
Foul Tips
iam Stanley of New York city are in
Mr. a. d Mrs. Thomas McLean we;
visit them for several weeks.
ly inviting and devotees of the dance,
Mr and Mrs Melville Small and
Look at these Pirates go. They
own for a few weeks
Mr. and Mrs. FTank Salisbury spent daughter Ruth of Framingham. Glenmere visitors Friday
as
well
as
lovers
of
children,
will
find
2.9
have
won
four
straight,
the
first
time
26
V
James Dohney of Somerville,
Mr and Mrs. Percy Elwell of Unit
the weekend In Portland and attend- ' Mass, are passng the summer with
lass., is with Mr. and Mrs. F. H. Wll- rich entertainment in witnessing the this feat has been accomplished by
were callers Sunday on the formei
ed the Ringling Bros, circus at Mrs Lizzie Small.
them
since
the
origin
of
the
league
rhymic steps of the youngsters In
lur, for a few weeks.
uncle, L. H Seavey. Mr. Elwell Is et
JO
31
South Portland.
That home run of John Karl's was
Mrs Maurice Eaton and infant son. .gaging In farming on a large seal
Regular meeting of Camden Lodge, colorful array. Those who find it
'
Miss
Jean
Spitzer
of
the
Curtis
In1
Cnights of Pythias, was held Monday more convenient may attend the re some smash. The ball hasn't been
stitute arrived Sunday and is at the
3M
3s
33
found yet, being lost In the tall grass
31
vening.
home of Mrs. Clyde Spear lor the
cital In Rockland where It will be beyond the playing field.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert W. Jamieson, given Tuesday at 8.16 In the high
summer.
Battery F came to life and won a
MO
sss 37
38
39
diss Virginia Jamieson and guest,
3b
Rev. P. F. Fowle returned home
double-header over the troublesome
diss Eloise Dunn of Thomaston, school auditorium.
Saturday from Castine where he
Keagltes. That's Jumping up in the
SW
pent the weekend at Camp Bokavl,
served as instructor at the Epworth
sss Ml
45
standing.
MM
M3
m
iosmer Fond.
League Institute last week. Miss Ro
That Freddy Wlnchenbach Is catch
Jam the
w;
Mr. and Mrs. Loranus P. Hatch
berta Holbrook and Miss Elizabeth
ing and hitting well for the Pirates.
1
M6
M9
M7
lave returned to Cambridge, Mass.,
Mb
j Lane, wha attended the Institute reHe Just finished his freshman year m
I turned with him.
ifter a visit with relatives here.
High School.
Miss Ella Johnson and party from
The league leaders were trimmed
Richard Thomas, son of Mr. and
53
51
50
51
Melrose, Mass., are passing a few
Mrs. Maynard Thomas, a graduate of
Sunday. Rockport doing .the trick.
lays at Lake Meguntlcook.
Trinity College '34 and now a student
The Pirates will play a postponed
55
5M
at Harvard Graduate College was
1
The Dean Osbornes have arrived
game in Warren tonight.
awarded the degree of Master of
Tom New York city and are at their
Pirates 7, Battery F .1
Arts In romance language and litera
iummer home on High street.
Battery F
VERTICAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
ture at the recent Harvard com
HORIZONTAL
U. D. Chandler is assisting Miss
ab *Jsh po a e
11-Noted fliers
41- Prepoa‘tlon
mencement.
1-Goad
Maude M. Thorndike in the Western
Robinson, 2b ........ 3 0 0 0 2 0
13-Let fall
42- Looaen
4-A chessman
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Maynard
Union telegraph offlfflee during the
Keefe, ss ................ 3 0 0 1 1 3
15- A church (abbr.)
45- Myaelf
8- Pronoun
Graffam returned Saturday night
summer.
Mrs. W. H. Osborne of Oorham Is ) Libby, c ................. 2 0 1 4 0 0
16- Plural suffix
46Pronojn
9Mineral
spring
from their wedding trip which took
Walter Simonton and family of guest of her sister. Mrs. Florence French, If ............. 2 1 0 3 0 0
48- To take away (Law) 19- ltinerafit tradesmen
Just follow the instructions snd you will be given
12-Want
them as far as Providence. They
Mosher, lb ............ 3 0 0 8 0 1
Medford. Mass., are at Cedar Crest Shuman.
20- Make keen
49Monkey
14
—
Some
have begun housekeeping on Me
e reel circus trust when Bill Cody, popular cowboy
Mr. and Mrs."John H. Miller and Weaver, cf —........... 3 0 0 0 0 0
Cabins, upper Eln\ street.
23-Trap
50- Drege
15- Ropcse
chanic street.
screen star, comes here in person with
Rev. William Berger, rector of St family are occupying their summer1 Huntley, rf ............ 2 0 0 0 0 0
26-Bestow
52- A letter
17- Ever (contr.)
Charles Johnston of Lewes. Del. was
home
at
Medomak.
Upham.
3b
__
,
......
3
0
1
13
0
Thomas Episcopal Church, returned
53- Walk
28- Carpenter's tool
18Fifty-one
a caller Saturday on friends In town.
Mrs. Emma M. Hagerman Is visit Robbins, p ............ 1 0 0 1 0 0
Saturday from Brunswick where he
29- The (Fr.)
54- Paper measure
19- Noblewoman
Mr and Mrs Albert Rhodes re
was an instructor at the Young Peo ing her sister in New York.
55- Alcoholie beverage 32- Nicer
21Act
turned Saturday from a two weeks’
Nine
members of
Meenahga
22 1 2 18 6 «
ples Summer Conference, held at
33- Cuts into cubes
22Otherwiee
visit with relatives at fndlanapolls,
Bowdoln College, under the auspices Orange attended Neighbors’ Night
Pirates
35- Paasion
VERTICAL
24— Prefix. Asunder
All you have to to
Ind.
meeting Friday evening at Progres
ab r bh po a
of the Episcopal Diocese of Maine.
36- Part of a ship
DOWNIE BROS.
25Assist
It to clip the coupon.
Members of Harbor Light Chapter,
Thomas, cf
37- Load
1- lnfirm
Oordon Skewes and family of La sive Grange. Winslow’s Mills.
27-Finishes
CIRCUS
It it a (enulae BUI
Mrs. Fannie Bums has returned Karl. 2b ........
O.E.S, who attended the School of
38- Pieces out
Orange. Ill., are guests of his parents.
2- Scrutinize
29-Country thorough
COMES HERE
Cody grout memberInstruction at Union Friday were
40-Percolate
3- You and me
Mr and Mrs Arthur Skewes, High from Boston and will pass the sum Fred Wink, c
fare
thlp
card.
When
mer at her home here.
Mrs. Cora Uphain. Miss Marlon Up
1 1
Flanagan, ss
43- Muslcal note
5- Artlel«
30Wingshaped
street.
the
circus
comes
Mrs. I.T Marple, who has been Lord. U
ham.. Miss Marion Ingraham. Mrs
0
0
6Very
small
44Type
measure
31Crowd
together
Charles Graham and family and passing two weeks at the home of her
here take It out to
Marion Cash, Mrs Elsie Hawkins.
47-Look
7- lmplement for
32-Concoct
Mr. and Mrs. Irving Johnson of Mel brother, C. H. Howard has returned F Wink. Tt ...
the (rounds, show
Mrs. Amy Miller, Miss Ruth Miller.
Gardner,
3b
...
49-Consumed
sewing
34-Speck
rose. Mass., are spending a week at to Arlington, Mass
the man In the big
Mrs. Marie Bisbee, Mrs Gwendolyn
51-A continent (abbr.)
Ellis, p
8- Robuat
36- 0ne who foretells
Lake Meguntlcook.
red ticket niton that
Mrs. Carl Burdick of New York Is Starr, lb
Buzzell. Mrs Albertha Larson. Mrs
53-Point
of
compass
9Plant
37Falsehood
Mrs. Frances Forchheimer of Cln occupying her camp at Martin's
you arc a Bill Cody
Louise Holbrook. Mrs Alice Marston,
(abbr.)
10
—
City
of
France
39-Female
deer
cinnatl, who has Just retured from Point.
Sco’it, and he WILL
Mrs. Ina Wooster In the exempli
28
7
4
21
12
2
Florence, Italy, Is occupying the
The Lions Club has recently had
BEIL VOll A REGU
fication of the work Mrs. Larson and
(Solution to Previous Puzzle)
Three-base
hit,
Lord.
Struck
out.
Alden house on High street for the the signs painted at the town lines
LAR :5r CIRCUS
Ruth Miller filled the chairs of Adah
by
Ellis
7,
toy
Robbins
4.
Base
on
TICKET
E’OR ,|NLY
WEST ROCKPORT
summer.
much to the satisfaction of all resi balls, off Ellis 4, off Robbins 1. Double
and Esther.
Ur.
THIS IS A
The C. B. Borlands have arrived dents who pass on the highway.
SPECIAL
TREAT
Mr. anti Mrs. Frederick Griswold.
here from Chicago for the summer.
SI SUE POSSIBLE BY
Miss Lois Hagerman Is In North play, Karl and Starr Umpires, Free
Sr.,
son
Frederick
and
Miss
Mary
man
and
Vincent.
T
II
E
COCKER-GA

MINTURN
Capt. and Mrs. J. Arthur Wagner east Harbor where she will pass the
ZETTE
Valentine all of New Jersey, are
have arrived from Miami, Fla., where sutpmer.
guests at the home of L. A Gray.
they spent the winter.
Miss Lunette Nelson and Mrs. Ev
Mrs. M. D. Gray and Miss iBetty
The remains of Andrews Mitchell
Meeting of the 8ewing Circle of Ann Oray, who have been visiting
erett Nelson of Portland are visiting
who
died
at
Nahant,
Mass.,
were
Knox Temple. Pythian Sisters, will Mrs. Joseph Stafford, have returned
Mr. and Mrs. Willis Conroy.
brought here for burial.
be held this afternoon at the hall « to Boothbay Harbor.
Miss Margaret Stanley who has
Miss
Mary
Fogler
of
Hinsdale,
HI.,
Main street Supper at 8 o'clock.
Miss Natalie Simmons of Bath Is
been attending Sullivan High School,
is guest of her grandmother Mrs. M.
Miss Grace Russell and Miss Elea visiting her grandparents. Mr. and
and Miss Lunette Stanley, a gradu
nor Dougherty, leave Wednesday for Mrs. Osborne Welt.
A. Fogler.
ate of Rockland High School, are at
Miss
Emily
Counce
has
employ

Lake Worthly where they will spend
rou MOST HAVt 1 MEM.
• • • e
their home here.
BCRSHIP CARO TO MT
the summer at Camp Pesquasawasis.
ment
in
Castine
for
the
summer.
S.-*:
THIS SPECIAL REDUCED
A large number from this church
Mrs. Grace M. Creamer
Miss Elsie Salmalnen was home
Miss Wilma Dougherty will also be
PRICE OF ADMISSION.
attended the conference held last
from Criehaven for the weekend.
enrolled at that camp. Peter Mc
Mrs. Grace M. Creamer, 85. widow
week at Sunshine.
Mrs. Myrtle Wheeler and sons were
Grath, 4th and Urban Dougherty will of Sanford Creamer, died last Tues
William Johnson caught a halibut j
guests Sunday of relatives at Mcgunbe registered at Its associate Camp day at the home of her daughter,
Wednesday, and other fishermen are
ticook Lake.
Gregory at Gray.
Mrs. Nellie Boggs, after a long illness.
COUR1EB-GAZETT*
The Camden Shells will appear In She was bom in this town, the
Miss Viola Mank of Rockland and
The well-known Father Healy went bringing in large catches of hake
WILL SAVt ALL KIIHHLS io
Mrs. Elbert Ranqulst passed the j
a double header July Fourth, play daughter of the late Robert and Hen
Misses Evelyn and Edith Hary of to a Dublin barber one morning for
OH THEIR TICKETS TO Till
weekend In Rockland.
LydiaT. Piokham’s Tablets re ! Camden spent several days the past
ing St. Oeorge here at 10 a. m and rietta Wlnchenbach, and is survived
now hit BROS CIRi I 5
a shave; the man's hand shook -ather
In St Oeorge at 3.15 p. m. here will by her daughter, a sister. Miss Sarah lieve periodic pains and discom week at Miss Mank's hame here.
Mrs. Hiram Stanley Is at Knox j
OOWME BROS. CMUS SUSM 1935
Miss Florence West Is in Vinal- badly, and he slightly grazed Father Hospital for treatment. Mr. Stan-1
also be a game Saturday, announce Wlnchenbach of Westboro. Mass.;
membership capo
ment of which will appear.
three brothers, Brainerd, Addison and forts with their accompanying haven to bt with her aunt who is ill. Hedy's cheek. The priest, with a ley. Mrs. Vira Sprague and Milton |
A vacation church school was held grave glance at the barber's shaking Sprague are staying in the city to be !
Miss Louise Morton of Vlnalhaven Chester; and a nephew, George C, backaches, headaches and blue
Is visiting her grandparents. Mr. and Boggs, all of Waldoboro.
spells. They act as a uterine sed- I here last week and much work ac- hand, shook his head and murmured: near h»r.
! complished. An exhibition of the “Whisky, whisky, whisky”
Mrs. Myrtle Staples and Miss Vera
The funeral services were held Fri
Mrs R R Femald.
OF AMERICA
ini HotocB or
«cako ,t
Staples went to Rockland last week
Mrs. Warren H. Merchant and son day with Rev. A. O. Davis, pastor of ative, antispasmodic and tonic; handiwork was ’ given in connection
A bill coot icout ano h
"Ay, your Reverence,' assented the to meet Miss Elinor Staples who has
(NTITLKO TO A IOt RCOuCYtON
Robert went Monday to Portland for the Methodist Church, officiating. Chocolate coated. Easy to take. I with a pageant Sunday evening,
Oh Mi* CiRCuR TlCRRT Twt
■ COOT* AHI LIMI1BO To BOT*
i and devotional exercLses were carried barber, “it does make the flesh very been attending high school at
a visit with Miss Ida G. Phllllpps; Interment was made in the family lot Inexpensive and effective.
ANO OiRL* UNOCR FOURTIIh
"
CHIEF SCOUT
tender."
—
London
Standard,
out
as
during
the
school
sessions.
Frenchtown,
N.
J.
I
thence they will continue to Win In the German Lutheran cemetery.

CAMDEN

i COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE

1

k

c

Bob Girls

1311 ILL COW
II k
5F
DOWNIE

CIRCUS

SAT., JULY 6

NEW 25/SIZE

BILL CODY SCOUTS

thi

Every-Other-Day
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THOMASTON
Mrs Ernest L. Montgomery. Mr
»nd Mrs Frman I amb Edward O P
lUuigi
Cent John Brown. Cap'
Lames E Creighton and Mrs. Cretghlicn. Can; James T Filer. Capt.
iHollis Hartln*t id Oil* r D
Ithcw- n'ili'.inl E Diinn a: 1 Riciia: 1
Io F’.l.ot at if lid' il t it : II •
: I|)
IWilla: I Wad- will. :i took p.aee Sun] day in Waldi.bi)'. 11
Mis. Kinneth Crawford (Ruth
iMorrmam of Dexter *M been tisitlng her parents. Mr and Mrs. Arthur

at 81 a plate. Reservations are to be
made direct to the hotel and must be
red bv noon July 11.
Ml*s Edith Roche of Boston Is house
guest of Miss Margie Ellen MU
daughter of Mr and Mrs Amos Stone
i
i line and Attlcus Hill.
Mt’1 Mills and Miss Roche were class
mates at Miss Erskine's school for
girls on Beacon Hill.
Amos Stone Mills and son Peter are
sailing from Boston this week for this
i town In their sloop Soma
AN OLD HOUSE ON A llll.l

An old and quiet house set down
A windy Held or two from town
Blue blind* all glistening In the sun.
A norrh where rambler rose, run
Old friends who from the village walk
On Sunday afternoon to talk
Ot the new ehop. the guest In town.
The wind that blew the apple, down
When I am old and steps grow slow.
Ond grant me this one wish to know
The sweet content end peace that Dll
An old house eat upon a hill

1 Mo-sniaii

Mrs Abbie Meservey of Union was
I weekend guest of Mr. and Mr.1 Ellery
ITowii'iikI
Miss Nanina Comstock was awisitI or In town Thursday, coming here
I from Mt Vernon
Miss Alta F Coleman passed SunI
| day In Boston
E L kill!.
J. Herbert Thompson of Boston arThomaston. July 4.
I rived here Mondav and will be guest
at the Knox Hotel for some weeks
GLENCOVE
Mr and Mrs Martin Webber and
Mrs. Aubigne Packard of Needham
Mass, motored Sutidav to Spruce i +he new cabins Quiet Retreat, reHead and Union. Mrs • Packard re- 1 cently built bv Robert 6 Gregory are
having a good run of business
I maining for a few days' visit
Mrs. Malcolm Humphrey and
Miss Elizabeth Woodcock is vlslti Ing her roommate at Bates College. daughter Carlene of New York eitv
Mi;\ Alice Dunlap at the latter's arrived Sunday to oass the season
with Mr a.id Mrs Everett Humphrey
home In Bowdoinham
The service Thursday evening at who motored o Portland to meet '
[ the Baptist Church will be omitted them.
Mr and Mrs. Leslie Babcock and
i on account of the Fourth
L Leslie Clark and Miss Hope Far- | sons Bruce. Horace and Frederick of
rlngton of Portland were visitors Fanwood. N J., and Mrs Rosa
I Sunday at the home of Mr. and Mrs Thompson of Plainfield N J arrived
last week and are occuovtng the Baba Clifford Clark.
Mrs Aletha Thomcson has re- ccck cottage at Pine Hill Point Mr
| turned from a several days' visit In and Mrs Babcock returned Sunday,
but the others will remain for the
| Fiend.1 h o
Miss Katherine Aagerson of Bloom- . season.
i field N J was In town Saturday enI rcute to Poruce Head
BREMEN
Joseph Scanlin. Mr and Mrs John
ICallahan ot Dorchester are passing
According to present prospects
lthe summer at the Scalm house on there will be better than an average
iBeeehwoods street
hav croo this season
The Garden Club offers these sugMrs Sarah Hull of Water street
Jgestlms for exhibits at Its flower Rockland, who was recently visited
' show to be held next Friday and Sat I bv the correspondent merits a word
urday: 1. three stalks of luoin. three i of mention. Mrs Hull is 91. looks
stalks of Iris, and three of dav lilies. scarcely more than 50 and is as smart
Blend with additional flowers and as one half her age
foliage
2 Great grandmother's
Mrs Carrie Wallace has returned
bouquet 1835 : 3. wild flowers or home after a visit with her brother
shrubs arranged In original and deco in Waldoboro.
rative manner; 4. mixed bouquets of
Norris Richards attended the bene- j
all kinds
fit show of Jimmv Hodges Miami
Maine Daughters of the American Night Revue presented Friday at the
Revolution will broadcast over WI BZ . Park Theatre In Rockland
July 3 at 2 o m. "DAK Student Loan
The State aid road hereiseomplcted
I Fund" Miss Bertha Longfellow State and Is a fine piece of work H Ringer
(chairman:
S
i;' loir: Fr*
was foreman.
Hannah Weston Chapter; WCSH
Pulpwood cutting is all the rage j
Julv 12 1 30 n m . "Spirit of “16 Mias here Necrlv all of this product in
Clara Fogg State radio chairman: town has been sold
I Crlonel Dummer Sewall Chapter;
About five miles of the road from
IWHEB July 26. 3 15 n m. Martha Waldoboro to Round Pond has been
Cloud Travels Abroad.' Mrs Louise tarred
Oreene MAI. Washington D C
The Marne DAR 8tate Field Dav
•'I've got a new idea. Fortune in
will be held Julv 13 at the Arnold 1 It.”
Trail Inn Stratton, with the Col Asa
“What now?"
Whitcomb Chanter Kingfield as
"It's an alarm clock that emits the
hostess Chapter. Luncheon will be delicious odors of frving bacon ar.d
served at 1 p m davlight at the Inn 1 fragrant coffee." —Tattler

I

Clover Farm Suggests
Make Your Own Refreshing

BEVERAGES
(LOVER FARM

pint 19c

GRAPE JUICE,
Clover Farm—2 No. 2 cans

CLIQl'OT CLUB

Pees, telephone, 29:

GINGER ALE, 2 pints 25c
Contents

No. 1 ran

Clover Farm

Red Salmon,

21c

Clover Farm

qt jar

Re sure to ask for your ticket with earh
5»c rash purchase at jour Clover Farm
Store. You may win a new Plvmouth
'now on display at John S. GcfT. Inc..
525 Forest Avenue. Portland. Me,), a
new Kelvinator and other prizes.

Salad Dressing 33c
20 or bol

Glrndalr

Plain Olives,

29:

Clover Farm
I lb vacuum glass

Coffee,

28c

Clover Farm, 24' j lb hag

Fly Tox,

’/2 P>nt bot 29c

Fly Tox,

pint bot 49c

FOSS

Vanilla or Lemon 2 oz bot 29c

$1.03

Flour,

ZA REX SYRUP, bot 21c

Parowax,

two 1 lb pkgs 25c

KELLOGG’S CORN FLAKES,__________ 2 pkgs 15c
CHOICE MEATS

FRESH PRODUCE
Sunkir.t Valencia—Large Size

Lamb Legs,

lb 28c Oranges,

Lamb Fores,

each 39c
lb 15c Watermelon,
Green Peas, % peck 35c
lb 55c
Extra Large

Baked Ham,

Faked with brown sugar, pine Cantaloupes,
apple and cherries, wrapped in Red Ripe
Tomatoes,
cellophane.

2 doz 39c

2 for 23c

2 lbs 23c

CLOVER I ARM RUTTER, the aristocrat of butter, is made from
sweet cream

Si*

wssw

■arm Stores

PISE TREE DIVISION

CAMDEN-ROCKLAND WATER CO
OFFERS

Its Six Per Cent
Cumulative Preferred Stock
A HOME COMPANY AND LOCAL INVESTME NT
I EG.AL FOR MAINE SAVINGS BANKS
TAX FREE TO HOLDERS IN MAINE
FREE FROM NORMAL FEDERAL INCOME TAX
Far value SI III). Dividends payable quarterly, February, May,
August and November 1st. Callable as a whole or in part at $105

This stock, issued under the approval of the Public Utilities
Commission is ollei ed to investors at a price of S98.00 per share and
accrued interest, yielding a little more than 6% per annum.
Subscriptions for this stock will be received at the office of the
company. 5 Lindsey Street. Rockland. Maine.
CAMDEN-ROCKLAND WATER CO.
788-eoT-tf

In Everybody’s Column

THE SAME COUNTRY
Association

Tht Greatest Difficulty
I think the greatest difficulty we
have to overcome in America today
ie due to our impatience with tbe
progress we are making towards re
covery. We must realize that while
tbe Government can help by direct
ing som measures for relief and re
covery, we must help ourselves by
doing our share to give impetus to
the Government's efforts. We have
the same county and basically tbe
same busineasee, factories and peo
ple we bad prior io tbe depression,
and business initiative must step
forward if real recover)- Is to be
achieved.
Tbe theory we often hear ex
pressed that banks create business
activity is wrong. Banking ran only
make a supplementary contributioa
to business activity. Bankers have
the facilities and the desire to ex
tend credit, but business must ini
tiate activity by seeking tbe credit
which is readily available to all
worthy borrowers.
Let it be said for business, how
ever, that bnsiness men are as eager
as bankers to contribute towards re
covery. I think some of the trouble
lies In the tact that too many legls
lative measures have been proposed
for reform which leave an uncer
tainty in the minds of business lead
ers as to their eventual outcome and
effect Consequently, they hesitate to
expand until the probable effects of
such legislation are known.

MAKING IT HARDER
FOR BANK ROBBERS
Mechanical Devices That Im
pede the Work of Bandits
Described by Bankers Association Official.
The Impediments which tbe hard
working bank robber now meets In
plying bis trade among small as well
as large banks are described by
Janies E. Baum, Deputy Manager
American Bankers Association in
charge of its Protective Department,
In an article in “Banking" published
by his organization.
"Protective equipment will mini
mize if not prevent loss," Mr. Baum
says, "such as the atient automatic
type of alarm, approved tear gas sys
tems, several styles ot bandit resist
ing enclosures and timelocks. or
safes equipped with timelocks. which
can be set for intervals of a few
minutes.
“The silent automatic alarms op
erate in the beginning of a holdup
and through action carried out by
the bank employees in obedience to
the bandits’ commands. They are
adaptable <o the smaller banks which
continue to be easiest targets for
bank robbery.

Tear Gas Systems
"Tear gas systems have their ad
vantages as self-contained protective
units where outside aid is inconven
lent or too remote from the bank to
\>e effective. One objection to the use
ot tear gas in preventing holdup is
the need of pressing a lever or but
ton to discharge If. Although this
necessary action seems too much to
expect of the victims in a crisis
where their lives are In Jeopardy, the
fact remains that tear gas systems
have defeated bank robbery. Its de
terrent value is also Important.
"Different styles of bandit resist
ing enclosures are available. The
lock manufacturers also produce
timelocks which can be set to open
at Intervals of five minutes or longer.
These locks are especially adapted
for attachment to small safes or
chests for safeguarding surplus
funds while the bank Is open for
business.”

Agriculture and Industry
Returns for the first quarter of
1935 for Industrial corporations pub
lishing quarterly reports show net
profits 21 per cent more than for the
same in 1934. The total farm value
of all Important crops, exclusive of
livestock, rose in 1934 to $4,782,423,000, as compared with $4,114,265,000
In the previous year and $2,882,195,000 in 1932.

The newest central bank is that of
Canada, which opened after an ex
haustive study had been made of the
experience of all nations with the
result tha» the stock of the Bank of
Canada is privately owued.

Turn That Vacant Room
Into Cash With a
“To Rent” Advertisement
in The Courier-Gazette
Telephone 770

WANTED

Advertisements In this column not to
exceed three lines Inserted ono. for 25
cents, three times for 50 cents. Addi
tional line* five cents each for one time
GRAND PIANO wanted. Write, Klvlnic
10 cents for thres times. Sts words full description and price. LOWELL A
mske s Uns.
BEVERIDOE. North Have
Haven
78-80
WOMAN 45. wiyhcs chance as house keeper where good i haracter and econo
< my l« appreciated. “M A ." care The
8 Courier-Gazette____________________78* It
EXPERIENCED
middle-aged
lady
♦
------------♦ wlahes
position
Housekeeping or work
In restaurant 20 MYRTLE ST
79’81
TENEMENT to leg five rooms In good
USED CAR wented. Preferably one
condition lent reasonable. FLOYD L wlilch
been In storage, sedan or
SHAW. 41 North Malli Bt
74-tP coach ha.
No objection to old model If

By ROBERT V. FLEMING
Tie. President, .1 mn’icsn Bankers

There is a growing appreciation,
both on tbe part of the people and
tbe Government, of tbe earnest and
sincere efforts
being made by
bankers to aid
In recovery. It
is desirable
that we miss no
opportunity to
foster public
u nderstaudlng
of the bankers'
problems. W e
are living in an
age of complex
and upset econ o ni I c condi
tions. Onr af
R. V. FLEMING
fairs are close
ly inter-related not only within the
confines of our own borders but ex
tend to other countries throughout
tbe world.

gt*e**e**’-***-**-e>>***e>*e**e-*e*'*-*e**-gl

TO LET

. - BUT WHY
ADVMIH THE FACT?
False teeth should never advertise
the fact that they arc false. They
should lie clean. s|«irkling and attrnrtive instead <4 dull, stained and dis
colored. They should feel clean and
fresh and smooth in vour mouth.
A yvonderful new scientific product,
12 years in the making, now makes
iMisihlr a thorough cleansing of any !
ind oi removshle dental work WITH
OUT BRI SHINti. it is culled Dr.
Shcrwin's Stera-Kleen.
Just ask your dentist about SteraKleen He'll tell you what a marvel- '

r

out cleanser it is—how it brings new
mouth comfort and freshness to den
ture wearers It Is far simpler to use.
as well as far mere effective, than
brushing
Get a package of Stera-Kleen. 30c
and 60c.
Corner Drug Mare, Main Street,
Rorkland. adv

SOUTH THOMASTON
The Gold Star Workers 4-H Club
met at the home of the leader Mrs
R W Tyler. June 8. and enjoyed a
pi-asing and instructive afternoon
working on sewing kits. Two visitors
were nresent. Mrs Fred Gilchrest
presented the club with fudge as a
pleasant surprise
Announcements have been received
by Mrs R W Tyler and Mrs Emma
J Foster of the birth June 2 of a
daughter Gloria Eleanor to Mr and
Mrs Malcolm Armstrong (Lyra Cook)
of Portland
Miss Merednh Mundie is spending
the summer with relatives at Pleas
ant Beach and will return to West
brook for the fall term of High
School
Mrs James C»mev and children of
Thomaston passed several days here
last week with Mrs Carney's sister.
Mrs. M W Jackson
Frank Stanton has recently bought
a new V-8 ccupc.
Miss Mvrtle Harlow of Rockland
is guest of Mrs. Oeorgc Merchant
Mrs Elizabeth Babb and Mrs LeRov Wiggin visited relatives in Mas
sachusetts a few days last week, mak
ing tlye trip bv auto as guests of Wil
liam Clements
Mrs Charles Carr and children of
Delaware are guests of her parents
Mr and Mrs Mark E Rowell
Mrs James Mitchell has returned
from an extended visit In Portland,
accompanied home bv her mother
Mrs Albert Lester and daughter Bar
bara.
The date of the farce “Monkey
Sh-.nes in a Doctor's Office " is July
12. With a cast of characters such as
this it's easv to imagine what fun can
be expected: Dr Swathe. Eldred
Patch: Joe. a Dainter. Harvey Crow
ley: Percival Peach a dude. Maurice
Rackliff: Philip Tubb short , of
breath.
Scott
Rackliff:
Roscoe
Wright a oocL Ethan Rowell; QuincyAdam Quote a philosonher. Oscar
Bassick. A supper from 5 to 7 will
precede the nlav Three will be musi
cal mecialties bv local and Rockland
artists and dancing till 12 with good
music. The proceeds will be used for
benefit of local 4-H Clubs, dental
clinic, an dother expenses
Mrs Rebecca Thorndike and Mrs
A F SleeDcr were luncheon guests
Thursday of Mrs C F Patch at The
lobster Pot in Friendship, afterward
attending the meeting of the Baotist
T Adies' Aid held at the home of Mrs
Fateh. 28 being present.
V’ Amos Makenin and Mrs Alton
Williams cb’erved their birthday an
niversaries Saturday night bv giving
a card Darty at Mrs Makenm’s home
Fifteen gursts all from Rockland,
report a delightful affair.
Mr. and Mrs A P Strout and
daughter Miss Barbara Mr and Mrs
Stanley Whreler of Worc»ster. and
Mrs Clifton Scrivens of Wilton were
guests last Tuesday of the various
Sleenr familis in town
Mr. and Mr. H D. Farnham of
Swan Lak and Roland Rackliff were
renewing old friendships in town
Wednesday.
A F Sleener and Maurtc" Rackliff
attended the St. John's dav celebra
tion in Porltand as members of the
Rockland Band
Mrs. Marion Lindsev and children
arc at their home here for the sum
mer.
Miss Maralvn Hooper of Camden
was overnight guest Saturday of Mr.
and Mrs Archie Rackliff.
Mrs. Woodbury Tripp and children
of Flushing. L I. were recent callers
cn Mrs. j T Baum and other rela
tives here.

Willy's mother thought him deli
cate and so he was excused from
gymnastics at school.
Uncle—What do vou do whilst the
others are in the gymnasium
Willv—I eo in the park and play
football. —Exchange
“You're sure one bottle will cure a
cold?"
Assistant—“It must. sir. nobody's
ever come back for a second. —
Border Cities Star

MISCELLANEOUS

Write KNIOHT. care
STORE to let. 273 Main St rent rea small mileage
sonable ELIZABETH DONOHUE 88 Park The Courier-Gazette_____________ 77*79
St Tel 242-IK____________________ 78-tf
18TEADY WORK Good Pay Reliable
man wanted to call on furtn.-i m Knot
DOWN STAIRS apartment to let at 23 County
No experience or capital needed.
Franklin St, nve rooms, newly painted Write today
Mr NESS CO, Dept M.
and papered, gas, electricity, fluah closet, Freeport. Illinois
__________________ 79*It
garafr
Inquire UPSTAIRS_______ 79*81
EXPERIENCED young woman wind
SUMMER accommodations, SIESTA. work In hotel or overnight cabins. Table
Vinalhaven. Mr
(State license assures work preferred CALL 794._______ 77’79
> your safety I
Most pleasant location.
HOUSEKEEPER wanted 25 to 45 years
Write SIESTA. Vinalhaven. Me
79*81
old W R HEALEY. R No. 2. Lincoln
IIVE ROOM apartment, all modern ville. Me
78*81
Improvements to let D RUBINSTEIN
WE WILL buy _rrcond_-haiid upright
Tel 1285
77-79
pianos. BURPEE FURNITURE
381
BUM
MODERN four or live room tenement Main St Tel 450
68-tf
to let. second floor my home. 88 North
Main St L W BENNER
78-88
ROOMS to let by day or week for tour- |
Ists. THOMPSON HIOKLAND INN. 534 j
Old County road
79’8l
FURNISHED CAMP to let near the ♦
A .
►hore at the Reach. Vinalhaven BRAD)*f. Crete Ziee
FORD BRAY’. Vinalhaven, Me Tel 48-4
MUSCOVY DUCK Iwt
Oreat family
77-79 Ml
B ack white head band on leg |
A LESSON IN BARTER
1AROE plea-ant room and board: beat Answers to name taf Frances Probably |
of home cooking: (or bualneaa people. between Bear Hill and Glencove. Re- '
"pilIS young Indian bell* ot Ar» bark, and attractive articles carved
Oarage TEi. 43-Y_______ ________ 79"81 ward TEI. 992-W_______________ 78-80
A quip*. Peru, Is taking lessom out ot cocoanuts. or tortoise sheila.
BY \CK female Scotch terrier lo*t Red
FURNISHED ROOM to let. at 31 AMES
from mother in tbe gentle art ot In tbe Canal Zone cities shopkeeper*
BURY ST. Tel 723-R
78-80 collar marked Beaver Camp; Philadel
phia licence
Notify BEAVER CAMP
barter, and Ie ai much at borne la of every race display ware* from all
ATTRACTIVE furnished apartment to Reward
79*81
tbe marketplace at are her elders. over the world, and bargaining
let Adults preferred. TEL 757-R
SINCE
THE
time
of the accident early
78-80
Three natives vie with the Intriguing battles are waged over everything
on the morning of June 17 at Main and
TWO ROOM kitchenette to let. un Cedar ntreeta. Rockland, a gold watch
handicraft they tell In attracting tbe trom rock crystal*, perfumes and
furnished Barter Block Tel 611-W or and chain Mlonslnc t • the young man
Interest ot travelers to the markets peart* to oriental handicraft and
1017-J HERBERT H BARTER
78-tf who Toet bis life, has been mtaaliif If
and native shops In Sonth American Panama bats. Colombia tempt* the
FURNISHED two-room apartment to the person who found the same or knows
visitor with some of the finest
cltlea.
let. FOSS HOUSE, 77 Park 8t Tel 330 of Its whereabouts will give nuch Infor
66-tf mation to the BURPEE FURNITURE CO .
In tact shopping Is one of tbe moet emerald* In the world. The most
It will be appreciated A reward will be i
FOUR
ROOM
tenement
at
48
ORACE
fascinating
merchandise
presented
paid for the return of the articles 79*81
popular pastime* ot travelers taking
St All modern Tel 133
66-tf
by
Ecuador's
shops
are
lovely
man
tbe special 39-day de luxe crultet to
TENOdENI at 32 8ummer 8t. Mod
Chile, for each country on tbe route tlllaa ot lace, gorgeous Spanish Tans,
ern Improvements MRS A C. McLOON.
C6-tf
•eemt to try to outdo all tbe others necklace* made from tortoise shell, : 33 Orove 8t Tel 233-M
MODERN apartment to let In brick
In tbe display of alluring and nn- articles fashioned from alligator
houae at 137 TALBOT AVI. Apply on
usnal merchandize. In Kingston. Ja ■kins, and exquisitely wrought sti
premise*._______________ •___________ 37-tf M****»*************8l
maica. native handicraft takes the ver and gold Jewelry. And In Peru
FURNISHED cottage of three rooms
SIX ROOM houae on Oak St . all modform ot colorful pottery, handwoven and Chile luxurious furs, s paca. and
ern to let
Apply ALBERT 8 PETER to let. with modern improvements at
Davis
Point. Friendship
HATTIE M
SON
Fuller-Cobb.
Inc.
66-tf
hats called jlpl Japaa, lovely baskets vicuna are the Items most eagerly
WOTTON. Friendship. Me Box 63
GOOD RE5TS
made trom palmetto or banana sought by tbe bargaln-buntera.
79*81
I Six-room tenement
with bath. Grove
fT'RNISHED cottage to rent on upper
| etreet.
| Five-room tenement. b»th, «un porch, Meguntlcook Lake By week or month
Four rooms, acreened porch, boat wood. I
• What are you going to say In reply i “How can you tell how long they all convenience*. 117 North Mala St.
spring water, garage JOHNSON TAL-i
I A. 1HIKSTON
to that man who calls you a moron?" have
married'r"
Rorkland
Tel. 11.'>9 BOT. 5 Spruce St . Camden Tel 493
!
"Nothing that might discourage
78-80 __________________________________ 77’79|
"By whetht r she wan's him to stop —
FURNISHED cottage to rent, on Upper!
him." answered Senator Sorghum
Meguntlcook Lake By week or monthf
•U I can rally the entire moron vote ,n’tkin« ,0 **ve hlJ
Four rooms, aun porch
Boat. »
I
Ice and spring water R A LIBBY. LlnJ
at
k
WHot
1
to my supqsrt I fancy I shall be or the curtains -Philadelphia Bul1 eolnvllle. Me__ Te: 24-12___________ 74’
pretty strong.” —Washington Star
[ let.n.
In the
LARGE COTTAGE for sale or to let toff
I seaeon at Cres ent Beaeh
BverylhiniJ
modern.
well
furnished
EDWARr
' OONIA Rockland Tel. 710.
«2-t«

; LOST AND FOUND !

; Summer Cottages

L

LET US MAKE YOUR
VACATION TRIP SAFER
— Recent test* bv a leading University ahow that
EFORE you start on your holiday trip,
Firestone High Spi ed Non-Skid Tire* Hon a car 15%
let us completely inspect your car. There
quicker than any other of the leading makes.
is no charge for this service and it will
For eight conxecutive years Firestone Tires have
assure you of a safer and more eojoyable trip.
been on the winning car in the dangerous Pike's
Peak
Race where a skid means death.
For the convenience and safety of car
owners Firestone has established more than
" Are they hlowout-proof?"
'
500 Auto Supply and Service Stores through
—
Firestone
Gum-Dipped
Tires
have
the
moat
out the country, and thousands of Firestone
rma:ing records for being blowout-proof of anv lire*
Dealers are also equipped with complete
ever built. In the gruelling 500-Mile Race al Indian
Auto Supplies and complete Service
apolis, Slav 30th, every one of the 33 cars was
equipped with Firestone Gum-Dipped Tire*. Not one
Departments, ty test and service your tires,
of (he 33 drivers had (ire trouble of any kind.
brakes, batteries, spark plugs, in addition
Ab Jenkins drove his 5,000 pound car on Firestone
to power lubrication and crank case service.
Gum-Dipped Tires over the hot salt beds of Utah,
3,000 mites, averaging 127.2 mile# per hour, with
temperatures as high as 120°, without tire trouble of
any kind.

B

2

AVOID THE DANGER
OF BLOWOUTS

“Without sacrificing these two

3 important safety features will they give
me longer mileage, thus making them the

Firestone removes the danger of blowouts
by preventing their main cause—internal
friction and heat. This is accomplished by
Gum-Dipping.

most economical tires I can buy?"

— Firestone High Speed Tire* not only give you
more than 50*" longer wear, but also lowest cost per
mile. In fact, unequalcd mileage records of thousands
of car owner* add undisputed evidence of the longer
w ear and greater economy of Firestone High Speed
Tires.
Equip vour car w ith a set of Firestone Gum-Dipped
Non-Skid Tires, (he safest tires ever built and avoid
the dangers of skidding and blow-outs.

THERE ARE THREE QUESTIONS AND
ANSWERS THAT WILL SOLVE YOUR
PROBLEM OF WHAT TIRES TO BUYt

1

“Will the tread give me the greatest
traction and protection against
skidding?"

For car owner*

who need

new

lire safety at n

▼ery low price.

QumAapai
Made with the highest
grade of rubiw-r and rot ton.
Accurately balanced and
rigidly inspected and we
know it is as perfect ns
human ingenuity can
make it.

4.5O-2I 87.79
4.75-19
8.X0
s.ss
5.00-19
5.23-18
4.74
5.30-17 IS.7»
6.00-16 SZ.44

4.75-17 M0 19.69
5.00-19 MD It.ot
5.23-18 HO 1X.1O
5.30-17 HD 11.79
6.00-17 MD 14.1«
6.50-19 MU 17.49

BATTERIES SPARK PLBGS BRAKE LINING

OMirr SiUt Proportionate!> Low

As Lo*
Low A

5

Exch

%

Each In Sett

At Low As

c
Encli.

4

LAWN MOWERS SHARPENED, called
for and delivered. $1 00. Drop card to
.JOSEPH BUTLER, Thomaston, Me
77*79
LADIES—Reliable hair pood« at Rock
land Hair Store 24 Flm 8t Mall orders
solicited H C. RHODES. Tel. 519-J
66-tf
CLEANING and repairing. Suits made
to order, coats rellned, suits made over
to fit NEW YORK TAILOR, corner
Main and Summer Sts.
66-tf
LAWN-MOWERS sharpened, called for
and delivered. Satisfaction guaranteed
CRIE HARDWARE CO. Tel 791, Rockland88-tt

LiUtn to Ibt Voice oj ftrtttone—featuring Margaret Speaks, Soprano—every Monday night, K.B.C.—WEAP Pietuori

FIREPROOF GARAGE CO.
WINTER STREET,

ROCKLAND, ME.

FOR SALE
TWENTY-THREE ft. Motor Boat for
sale ehevp. Hnrbeth. Hartford engine
Inquire E H HROWN Friendship 77»791
EIGHTEEN FOOT Sail Boat tor sale,
good for salt or fresh water JOHNSON
TALBOT. 5 Spruce St. Camden Tel 493
_ _____________________________ 77'78A81
HOUSE and land for aale or to let at
Spruce Head, aultable for summer cottage
or year round home
Shore property,
ample nre wood orchard, fields and good
well Inquire R B SPEAR Spruce Head.
Maine
7S’(3
2', STORY house tor sale, all In good
I repair at 4 Free St . Camden. 10 room*
and bath, shed and stable. 3-5 acre of
land extra house lot on Free street

i

' FULI, BLOODED R. I Red Chicks for
sale, front heavy laying strain; two
weeks old. 12c each Mall orders filled
; STOVER FEED MANUFACTORINO CO .
i Rockland Me Te! 1200
79-81
EIGHTEEN Ft Mahogany Chris-Craft
I Speed Boat for sale, run only seven
months, excellent condition; 53 h. p.
i Chrysler Marine Motor, speed. 32 miles
I per hour Complete equipment Cwt
81100 sacrifice for 8550 F H ROMPKEY
Tenant’s Harbor. Me . or 8 Choate Rd .
! Belmont Mass
Tel 3445-M_______78-80
HORSEo for sale or exchange A. C.
; PEASE. 36 Gleason 8t. Thomaston
._______________________________ 79*81
THE LARGE James Campbell cooper
shop. Summer 8t for sale cheap May
I be moved or used for lumber Apply
, at 86 SUMMER ST
T7-79
NEW MILCH cow for sale. FRED
BUTLER Warren Tel 10-22
79-81
I THIRTY-EIGHT Ft 8callop Boat, four
{ years old. full rig Inquire at 70 PARK
ST Tel 1089_____________________ 79*81
I MOTOR BOAT for Fale
Dodge en, glne Fine condition Price right. See
. CHARLES SCHOFIEIJ) at Perrys Market
__________________________________ 78*80
, 1932 PLYMOUTH <edan Hnd household
goods Price low for quick aale. TEI
934-M
77-79
‘ FARM HORSES for sale H A. HART.
South Hope. Me Tel Union 11-33
78’83
MUST BE SOLD Immediately, to settle
estate, the Frank E Post property. 90
I T homaston St. Rockland Tel 185 or call
at PREMISES
77.79
FITTED soft wood for aale. J4 00 rord
at the farm; 5000 ft 2x3 and 2x4 timber
at 120 per thousand. ERNEST L STARRETT Tel. 43-12, Warren.
76*81
ADDINO MACHINES and Sypcwrltera
for sale, to let anti repair. Supplies all
makes. MAINE SPECIALTY CO Write
Ri"'k:;irU , ■ I".
Ill
78-81)
PURE BRED Hereford Bull, two years
old for aale From one of E E Olle best
show cows CHESTERIt GILE. Wayne.
Mr Tel 6-31.
77*79
ONE JERSEY eow for sale, freshened
first of July
CHARLES A.LARSON.
Main St Rockport
77*79
SPEED BOAT. 22 ft. for sale. Fine
condition. Btudebakrr engine, two cock
pits
Cost 81700
Price *350. V B
WHITTIER. Windsor, Belfast
77-79
METAL BED with National spring for
sale, small folding bed and spring bed
ding of all kinds, radio table, bureau,
very old table, also kitchen table with
drop leaves. TEL, 853-2
77-79
FIFTY-FIVE Gal Power spraying Mai
chine for sale. Bull Pup 3 h p. engine.
R B MAOUNE. 100 Maverick St. 77*79
BOSTON ^"EkRIERS. seven weeks old,
for sale; also partl-color cocker spaniel.
All registered E A MATTHEWS. Union.
26-4 daytime.
________
77-7q
GROCERY WAGON, also twr-horsd
Jigger, cheap for quick sale FPED Al
HANSON, Mountain St.. Camden. Tell
8126_______ ___ ________________ 77*r
109 ACRE FARM for sale, thrs) mile!
from Camden. Abundance of woo'
never falling water supply Excellent
place lor poultry
EUGENE UPHAM
Camden. RF D 1.
75*:'
WALLSTON ROAD. Tenant’s Harhoi
small farm. 18 acres. House and ban)
wood lot. all at a bargain. Small dow
payment, balance on long term, easl
payment mortgage. WALTER H SPE.'.r
Rockland. Tel 521-M
75-1
SOFT WOOD fitted 87 cord, hard
fitted $9 cord delivered. F. K O
NER. 204 Rankin St. Tel. 1187-W.
CEDAR POSTS for aaie, any aiz
Uvered anywhere In Camden or
port. Cedar trees for vour lawn.
11-33 North Appleton
CHARiLE
PLUMMER, the Auctioneer, Nortl
pleton. Me.
FITTED hard wood lor aale. S9;
wood. 87; hard wood :tmbs, $8; long,
also lumber. T. J CARROLL.
263-21 Rockland
KEYS! KEYS! KEYS! Keys ma|
order Keys made .n fit all locks/
original keys are 1 >st. House. OIL
Car. Code hooks provide keys
locks without bother. Scissors!
Knives harpened Promnt :ervlc».f
sonable prices. ( RIE baRDWARI
Main St., Rockland. Tel. 791.
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Mr. and Mrs John O. Snow were
hosts to "The Oang"' Saturday as a
farewell gathering fcr Mr and Mrs.
Harcld A Horrocks who have gone to
FOR
make their home In Eart Milton
"Mass. Others present were Mr and
Mrs A J Murray and their guests.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Whitney of
Thorough Cleaning Job 95c
Kingston Mass Mr. and Mrs Frank
Marsh. Mr and Mrs Charles O Hew
Quality Wicks, per set 25c
In addition to personal notes regard- | Jimmy Hardiio is ppendinq the ett, Miss Gladvs Blcthen, and Ben
inn departures and arrivals, this depart
2 gal. bots., bare,
$1.10
•
ummer
with
his
uncle
Charles
jamin
Dowling.
ment especially desires Information of
social happenings parties, musicals, etc. Harding, in Somerville, Mass.
2
gal.
bots.,
complete
$1.30
Notes sent by mall or telephone will be
Mr. and Mts. William P Walsh
gladly received.
Fr. Leo Carey of Pittsfield who has have gone to spend the summer at
“Give Vour Burner a Break"
TELEPHONE________________ 17# or 7St
been a surgical patient at Knox Birch Island Casco Bay.
t ail Us Today For Expert Service
Hospital is at the home of his sister.
Mrs. James Connellan. while recuper
Everett Frohock is visiting I. E.
ating.
Simpson and Leon Staples in North
I Haven.
Mrs Margaret O'Brien Is visiting
in Boston for a few weeks.
Mr and Mrs. Rhama Philbrick and
LIMEROCK ST..
ROCKLAND
daughters Norma and Madeline mo
TF.LS. 733—731
Miss Rose Adams and brother. tor to Belgrade Lakes todav. Mad«79A-81-83A84
Oeorge Adams, of the faculty of the line to enter Camp Abena for the
Wassookcag School. Dexter, are home summer.
for two weeks.
' Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs
Capt. and Mrs Oeorge Blaney have Fled Ccllamore were Mrs Warren
Mrs Mary Louise Curtis Bok has is guest.) Mrs. Rov W. Layton and
' arrived to spend the season at daughter. Mbs I avton. of Melrose. i Libby and daughter. Mildred, of
i Portland.
Nimaha. Beauchamp Point.
Mass. Mr. Layton will Join his family
for the holiday.
I Mrs Carrie Burpee Shaw and
Mbs Eliza Swan was guest last
daughter. Mrs Winifred Fales. and
Mr. and Mrs. I. Leslie Cross hud as week of her sister. Mrs Mary Rich
Mrs. Marion Cobb Fuller Is grith W P Burpee are at their cottage at
guests at their cottage at Coopers mond. in Warren.
I Miss Charlotte Buffum for the sum Cooper's Beach for the season They
Beach for the weekend Mr and Mrs
mer, months.
will be Joined there Wednesday by
Dr. and Mrs. C. G. Robbins and
Charles Webster Mr and Mrs Leon
Mr and Mrs John Farber of New
ard Holston ot Westbrook; and Man- Miss Elizabeth Robbins, of Lawrence,
Mr and Mrs. Wyman Foster and
ley Pattenon and Miss Marie Patter Mass., arrived Monday to spend the daughter I ouise were at Jefferson York
summer at Juniper Lodge Lake Pond over the weekend, gu*sl» of Mr
son of Hallowell.
Robert Creighton who has been va
Meguntlcook.
and Mrs. Ralph Wiggin
cationing at his Thomaston home re
Mr. and Mrs Charles Buck of South
Friends are congratulating Mias Gail turned to Worcester Mass. to resume
Paris who came for the reception
Sharp on being the recipient of a his newrpaper duties there. He was
tendered I. Leslie Cross and staff
RUMMER VISITORS
scholarship at the close of her fresh accompanied by his father for a few
were over night guests Saturday of
days' visit.
Col. and Mrs.' E. K. Oould.
Occasionally one hears the re- ( man vear at Vassar College; and
being
now
a
full-fledged
sophomore.
mark: “I did not see anything in |
Dr and Mrs R L. Stratton have as
The Couricr-Oazette about my J
Addison A Quinn of Boston and
Mbs Mertle Hemingway will arrive bouse guests Dr and Mrs Charles E
guests." A little reflection will
H. Harding Hale of Hudson. Mass
show the impossibility of ob- i July 4 from New York, where she Thurlow . Dr. Thurlow having come
past department commanders, Sons
of Union Veterans, ot Massachusetts, , taining the names of all summer I teaches in the School for the Deaf to to be Dr. Stratton's a'sistant. The
who came for the reception tendered I visitors who come to Rockland | be with ner aunt. Mrs S O MacAl- couple are newlyweds their marriage
having taken olace on Sunday in BosI. Leslie Cross, department com | in July and August. The paper I man. Broad street, for the summer.
. ton Dr. Thurlow's home has been in
mander of Maine, were at the Sam i desires to note such arrivals (the j
Charity Club Is having luncheon to Fryeburg and his bride was the for
| guests themselves look for it). I
oset overnight.
and to this end asks its readers I day’ with Mrs. E. S. Bird at her camp. mer Miss Myrtle A Brown, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs Lowell Marston
to send In such Items, either di- T Mirror Lake.
Mrs. E F. Olover motored to
B'own of Bartlett. N H Dr Thurrectly to the office, or to the I
Augusta Monday for luncheon at the
Mrs W H Wincapaw who has been Icw received his pre-dental training
society reporter. Mrs. Gladys !
Country Club given bv Mrs. Whit
Morgan, whose telephone num- | gurst of Mr. and Mrs Sumner Whit- at Bowdoin College and was awarded
man. president of the Daughters of
nev and other lccal friends returned the DMD degree from the dental
brr is 794. Social events as well
Patriots and Founders of America,
as arrivals and departures arc ! to Winthrop Mass.. Sunday.
school of Tufts College June 17. He
of which Mrs. Glover is a member.
Is a member of the Bowdoin Chapter
desired.
I
Mrs R. L. Smith who has been at of the Aloha Tau Omrga fraternity.
Miss Jeanette Stahl of Camden,
Knox Hospital since the recent War
who is to be on the faculty of Rock
Miss Marie Oak of Old Town is ren accident is at her home on Broad
Miss Annie Frcst who teaches in
land High School next fall, is attend
ing summer school at Harvard Uni guest of Miss Ruth Pike. Talbot street. Mrs. Mabel Thorndike is with Lynn. Mass has arrived for the sum
her.
' avenue.
mer and will b; with Mrs. Alice Rod
versity.
ney.
Mr. and Mrs Carl Westman. Miss
Mr and Mrs Gordon Russell and
——— •
Charles Small of The Highlands
Misses Elizabeth Snow and Luella
underwent a surgical operation at family of Newton Mass., are at the Elsie Westman and Miss Dorothy
Knox Hospital Monday and is re Luce homestead Camden road, for Ulmer of Everett. Mass , were week Snow are spending two weeks at
end guests of Mr. and Mrs. Walter Mctinic Island.
the month of July.
ported as comfortable.
Ccnnrn. Miss Westman is remaining
Charles Merritt and family are oc for the week.
Miss Margaret Snow is visiting Mr.
Members of a Jolly house partv at
and Mrs. Hugh Snow in Wollaston, cupying their cottage at Cooper's
Anglers Camp. Union, this week are
Mr
and
Mrs
Fred
Ccllamore
motor
Beach
Dcrothv and Norma Frost. Barbara
Mass . for a few days.
! to Portland todav and on their re- Derry. Dorothv Sherman. Ruth
tgro
will
be
aceomDanied
bv
J
A
Mrs.
William
Rogers
Chapman
and
Mr and Mrs. Albert deHaven of
Thcmat. Doris Borgerson. Ruth
Sanford who came for the reception daughter. Miss Cornelia, and M-.-.i Cunningham and Gecrgi Wells to be Rhodes. Marian Vina'. Nancy Snow
their
guests
over
the
holiday.
Alice
Caoen.
are
leaving
Bethel
to

given fo I. Lesie Cross and staff were
The mothers are taking turns as
at the Copper Kettle over night day to go to Swampscott. Mass . where
I chaperones.
R-'v
C.
H.
Olds
was
in
Bangor
yesthey
will
be
guests
at
the
New
Ocean
Saturday.
i terday.
House.
Ernest Young and bride returned to
Dr and Mrs. John Smith Lowe are
Boston Sunday after spending a few
Mrs.
Dion
Wcollev
and
daughter.
The State DA R will hold its field
at their summer home at Round Pond
days with Mrs Ernest Young, Dyna
day on Saturday. July 13 at the Arn Mrs. Anita Spear, and Mr and Mrs mite Beach.
for the remainder of the season.
Woolley
of
Mt.
Vernon.
Chandler
old Trail Inn at Stratton, with Col.
Mrs Sherman Rokes and Miss Asa Whitcomb Chapter of Kingfield N. Y.. arrive today to be at Pleasant
Mrs Bert Merrill was hostess to
Mary E Bartlett of South Thomas as host. Activities ot the day will in Beach for a few weeks.
Neighborhood Club recently. Beano
ton were among the guests at a clude the dedication of a tablet on
prizes were won by Mrs. Albert
Arthur B R'chard'on and family Brown Mrs Clyde Bulter and Arvo
shower partv given recently at Beach Mcunt Bigelow by the Col. Timothy
of
Fal.ng
England,
sail
July
4
ex

Inn. Lincolnville, for Mrs. Ruth Bigelow Chapter of Worcester. Mass.,
Korhonen. Music was furnished by
Thomas Collemer of Saco and in honor of Col. Timothy Bigelow who pecting to arrive in Rockland about Mr and Mrs. Joe Butler, piano and
ithe
14th.
was the first white man to ascend the
Camden.
violin.
mountain The marker will be on
Mr. and Mrs. Booth Tarkington of
Huntley-Hill Post V.F.W. Auxiliary the Leroy Parsen farm at Dead River
The open meeting of the Junior
is to have a beano party at the hall Plantation, at the Intersection of the Kennebunkport will give a formal tea Harmony Club was held at the Unltonight with play to begin at 7:30 CCC road un the mountain and Route ' at "The Floats." their picturesque versalist vestry. Thursday afternoon.
Lots of fun promised in the award of 16. Signs will be placed on Route boathouse on the Kennebunk river, The following program was given bv
16 calling attention to the marker so trom 4 to 6 Saturday to introduce The j the young people which was enjoyed
“white elephant" prizes.
it can be seen on the way to Stratton. Garrick Players to the Kennebunk J by Darents and friends: The Song
Miss Ruth Pike entertained at a Mrs. Louise Bigelow of Worcester port summer residents Among those Cycle. The Flower Oarden. Arenskv
theatre partv Saturday night for her will be guest soeaker at the dedica ! receiving will be Mrs Kenneth Rob I Junior Harmonv Club: Chromatlque
guest. Miss Marie Oak of Old Town tion exercises at 2 p. m. Mrs Susan erts of Kennebunk Beach and Flor Valse. Godard. Dorothy Sherman:
After the movies adjournment was Dexter, recent of the Worcester ence. Italy, whose husband is the au- Seherzino. John Winter Thompson.
made to Miss Pike's home for games, Chapter, will Drc'ent the tablet, and 1 ihor of notable historical novels. Josephine Fellicane: Estelle Waltz.
music and lunch delightfully served Miss Narcy Harris, vice president Margaret Deland and Mr. Roberts Mackie-Bever. Alice Barton: Spanish
bv her mother. Mrs E. W Pike general of Massachusetts, and Mrs. are included among the sponsors. 'Serenade. N Louise Wright Dorothv
Others nresent were Misses Muriel Frank M.i'on. state reient of Massa
; Sherman and Katherine Delano; Soft
Typewriters cleaned and repaired. Shce Tan Barbara Murray; Spanish
McPhee and Bettv McAlarv. Kenneth chusetts. will also speak. Dinner will
H Morgan. William Cross. Tony be served at 1 at the Arnold Trail Lowest prices for quality service. , Dance Moszkowski, Barbara JohnInn Reservations must be made at Machines called for and delivered. | son; Meditation Oeorge Schytte.
Murgita and James Accardi.
the Inn not later than Thursday.
Margaret Robbins: Th° Ladv of
Special dry cleansing. 80 cents, Julv 11 at $1 per plate. Mrs Maude All makes of fountain pens repaired. Shalott (musical reading) Tennyson.
plain garments, men and women Blodgett, last vear's regent of Ladv Huston-Tuttle Book 8tore. Tel. , Dorothv Frost; The Coquette, Ircncc
Peoples Laundry. Tel. 170. City. 74-tf Knox Chapter, is planning to attend 684-M —adv.
Th-tf 1 Berge. Ruth Thomas.

JULY SPECIAL

®SOC* ETY

RANGE BURNERS

McLoon
Sales & Service

f

j

PLEASED LISTENERS

FULLER-COBB, INC.

Mis Margaiet Stahl's Pupil Display
Theta- Prowess On Plano

Miss Margaret O Stahl presented
several of her piano pupils In recital
at the Unlversalist vestry Friday eve
ning before a large gathering of
proud parents and friends whose ap
plause gave ample appreciation of
the splendid work done bv the ycung
performers. The program was an
eloquent demonstration of the fine
I training to be received from Rock1 land's teachers.
The beautiful flowers which won
J admiring expression were contributed
I and arranged by Mrs. E W. Pike.
1 Ushers were Ione Louraine and Felice
Perry.

WE ARE SHOWING THE

COMPLETE NEW LINE OF

MODART CORSETS
Be Correctly Fitted By Our Corsetierre

We also carry C. B. Corsets, ir. back lacc models; Girdles,
and Bien Jolic Foundation Garments,'
Munsingwcar Foundettcs

Be Pleased To Welcome All Of Our Old Customers—And Many New

Durt Military March
..
Bucher
Louise Veazlr. Christine Newhall
"teaming ......................................
Kern
djefiles ................... ........ Elizabeth Oest
Joan Berman
Duet -Golden Star Waltz
Streabog
Esther Young Barbara Creighton (Union)
Drifting
Williams
The Donkey Ride
Erb
Richard Butler I Warren I
Dol: Dituin
Oesten
Martha Leeinan
Duet—Little Fairy March
Streabog
Nancv Parker. Glenlce Lermond
The Witch
Gaynor
Father's Lullaby
loulae Veazle
Harris
The Bugle Call ..........................
Lullaby
Barbara Creighton
Wright
Duel -Gavotte
... . ............
Christine Newhall. Martha I .(-email
Streabog
Birds of Paradlae Waltz
Olenlce Lermond
Duo March. Op. 362 No I
Bohm
Magaret Borgerson. Miss Stahl
Fairy Polka
Splndler
Christine Newhall
Duo Galop
Streabog
loulzr Veaxle Joan Berman
Duet -Dance of the Clowna Mmdelasohn
Martha Leeman Nancy Parker
Hobgoblins
Williams
■•Iter Skelter
____ Franke
Harold Dondls
Schubert
VteBCaae Dance
Beethoven
I
ile*................................
Nandv Parker
PART TWO
Duo—En Valsant
Victor Staub
Muriel McPhee, Miss Stahl
The Coquette ...................... . Irene Berge
Ruth Thomas
Melody In F
Rubinstein
Ruth Pike
Oondolled ____ ___ _ __ __ ______ Oeaten
Ruth Seohury
Wind In the Willow- Ernest Harry Adams
Muriel McPhee
Duo Tarantella ...................
Rossini (Tran, by Liszt)
Ruth Thomas Miss Stahl

Ones To Our New Store

SPEC/AL

Piques

WHITE HATS

Gabardines

FOR THE FOURTH

Linens

Also Pastel Shades
All Head Sizes

Straw

With Angora

$1.25 and $1.50

JUST ARRIVED
Silk Crepe and Printed Silk

FROCKS
$3.98
Yellow, Iris, Stripes, Prints, White, Flesh, Pink
Also Linens and Linen Suits
Sizes I 4 to 40

THAT PAINT PARTY
MUNSINGWEAR BATHING SUITS,
Newest Models
All Wool

$3.50
Newest Colors

Miss Kenney, demonstrator for Joncairc, will be at our Cosmetic Department All
This Week—Make Your Appointment for Free Facial

Mail and Telephone Orders Filled

Telephone I 142

MICKIE SAYS—

Syndicate Block, new home «*f thr
Crie Hardware Stores in Rockland

The most successful party ever held
by the Crie family in its century of
activity in business on Main street
came to a Joyous conclusion Saturday
night with the great new store in
Syndicate block crowded to bursting
and the street outside rendered im
passable by those unable to gain ad
mit.ance. Over 900 persons signed
cards in the Clem Sutton Modene pic
ture contest on Saturday alone.
The enthusiastic audience put the
gifted Clem on his humorous mettle
and his prowess with the paint brush
was a sight to behold H^> word pic
tures rose to such heights that could
Baron Munchausen have heard them
he would have turned green with
envy.
The major prizes were awarded
Mrs E. P Robinson. Rockland Ay. G.
Washburn Thomaston and
Nels
Carlson, St. Oeorge
Mif-s Arlene
Gray of this city presided over the
awarding of the pictures painted by
Mr Sutton which fell to Miss Sarah
Sanrom. Miss F’eanor Spear, Mrs. E
H. Mosher. Vittrice Carini. R. S
Gregory. Pauline Stevens, Mrs Marv
Cha e. Mrs. Carrie Waltz. James W.
Breen and Gerald Black of Rockland;
Mrs Nels Carlson of St George.
Charles Lane Jr. of Rockport. Miss
Flsie Thomas of St George and Miss
Rose Demmons, Thomaston.
Mrs C. A. Packard who has been
confined to her home on Pleasant
street for three weeks bv illness is
now able to sit up and receives callers.

Priscilla and CharlottP Staples.
Margaret Shutc Eeanor Harper.
Ruth Wheeler. Marian Church and
Dorethy Howard, all members of the
SES Club have returned from a house
party at Cushing at the Larrabee cot
tage They were chaperoned by Miss
Elizabeth Brcadon.

VJE GOT SOBSCRIPTlOWS
EKPIRlMG EVRV PAY IM ‘THE
NEAR-, AMO GOSH'. HOW
WE LIKE IT WHEW OUR
SUBSCRIBERS SEMO IU
REMEWAL6 VOLUNTARILY !
AU' IF YOU'LL PIU "THIS HERE
picture of me to your.

CHECK, tT WILL SHOW THE
POSS WHO TH' IMPORTANT
GUV AROUWO HERE REAU-Y
!«’.
>

VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND STB. CO.
Service to Vinalhaven, North Haven, Stonington, Isle
au Haut, Swan’s Island and Frenchboro
(Subject to change without notice)
(Eastern Standard Timri

SWAN'S ISLAND LINE
“STEAMER NORTH HAVEN"
Effective June 30th To September lain. Inclusive
Read Down
DAILY
DAILY
EXCEPT Sunday
EXCEPT Sunday
SUNDAY Only
SUNDAY Only
A.M. P.M. P.M.
A.M. P.M. A.M.
Ar. 12.00 7.00 7.15
4.30 2.15 8.00 l.v. ROCKLAND.
Ar. 11.00 6(8) 6.15
5.40 3.30 9.05 I.v. NORTH HAVEN,
Ar. 10.00 5.00 5.15
6.50 4.40 10.10 Lv. STONINGTON.
Lv. 9.00
4.15
11.10 Ar. SWAN'S ISLAND,
8.00
Read Up
VINALHAVEN LINE
“STEAMER W. S. WHITE"

DAILY
EXCEPT Sunday
SUNDAY
Only
AM. P.M. A.M.
5.00 2.15 8.00 Lv. BOCKI.AND.
6.15 .730 9.15 Ar. VINALHAVEN.

Sunday

DAILY
EXCEPT

Only

SUNDAY

A.M. P.M. P.M.
Ar. 9.45 5.45 600
Lv. 8.30 4.39 4.45
76-tf

THE BIG CIRCUS IS COMING!
Mrs. Horty (engaging new cook) —
"I suppose you know that my hus
band is extremely particular about
his food?”
Cook—“Yes. I know mum. They're
all alike. My ole man was jest the
same. I never cooked anything to
please 'im in my life.

SATURDAY

WED.-THURS.

JULY

GIANT MELODY DRAMA
As Exciting As Its Title!

PLEASANT STREET
CIRCUS GROUNDS

el

ROCKLAND
ONE
DAY
ONLY

GEMS. 8JPAI2ICSp-eBents

Mirs Harriet Bird us visiting Mr.
and Mrs John Bird in Camden.

A

Mrs. Warren C. Noyes is 111 with in
flammatory rheumatism.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Balcomb ol I

A MONTH

Waltham. Mass., are spending a few j
days at The Narragansett. before go
ing to Ipswich for the remainder of
their vacation The veteran member
who never skips a rummer visit to
of the Waltham Fire Department,
Rockland, looked in upon the boys at
Central Station.
____________________________ _ ____ 1

is the average cost of

ELECTRIC V. COOKING
among the 6,000 customers of this

Company who use electric ranges.

WED.-THURS.

What a pittance to pay for so much

convenience, leisure, and

cooking

Frankie Thomas

perfection!

IN

Buy a Hotpoint three-plate electric
range on our special offer, $5.00 down.

“Dog Of Flanders”

The payments are easy —the wiring

LAST TIMES TODAY

free.
d

2

'

«

ELECTRICITY
is now available to practically

everyone under the new rates

fa HARLOW
—POWELL

CENT

▲INE

POWERxCOMPANY

ANN IIARDING
HERBERT MARSHALL
in
"THE FLAME WITHIN”

with

FBANCHOT TONE
MAY ROBSON
T.-J Ha&ly * Kat Pendletoa
Robert Light

Now Playing
“CARDINAL
RICHELIEU”
with
GEO. ARLISS

All new street

[ SHOWS 26,8pm I
DOORS OPEN
;
16^7 pm
BUILT UP TO A STANDARD ~ HOT DOVUH TO A PP/CE
78-80

PMADErtNOON
■—A

PAR

Shows 2.00. C.45 and 8.15, D. S. T.
Contimlnus Saturday, 2.15 to 10.45
Phone 89S
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IN SIX FIGURES

LAKEWOOD THEATRE
“Petticoat Fever" the Current At
traction—Juvenile Star Coming
Next Week
Frankie Thomas Jr , the Juvenile
star of such pictures as "A Dog Of j
Flanders" and Wednesday's Child" j
and who has appeared on the NewYork stage will be the first gues:
star of the season at Lakewood
I Young Thomas who Is cons.dered the
’ outstanding child aetor of his day '
By Edward Kalloch Gould, Stab* Historian of Maine
will appear next week with the LakeAuthor of "Major-General Hiram G. Berry," "British and Tory' Maraud 1 wood Players, In "Remember the
ers on tne Penobscot," "Storming the Heights, Maine's Embattled Farmers at Day" This play, which has been
Castine In the Revolution," "Revolutionary Soldiers and Sailors of Knox written by Philo Hlgley and by
County, Maine, and Their Descendants" (Ms.), “Colonel Mason Wheaton.
Revolutionary Officer and Captain of Industry.”

REVOLUTIONARY PENSIONERS
OF
KNOX COUNTY, MAINE

FOREWORD
These papers contain a rich atore not only of personal, but of war history; i
detached statements and broken fragments, to be sure, but none the less i
Interesting and real They tell us In the very words of the actors In that war
ol Concord, Lex.ngti l. and Bunker H:ll; of the siege of Boston, of Ticonde
roga and Crown Point, of Monmouth. White Plains, of Trenton and Valley
Fcrze; of the battles of Saratoga and Yorktown and the surrenders of Burgoyne ind Cornwallis; of the gallant, but ill-starred attacks on Quebec, and
tne sufferings of the retreat from the frozen north. In Justice to my associciate* In the Sons of the American Revolution. I feel that they should get the
benefit of their generous financial outlay by having at least the sketches of I
the Revolutionary Pensioners published, and they are offered herewith.
Chapter XII.)

Phlnehas Butler came to Union i which excited his curiosity. Stoopabout 1774 with Dr. Tavlor who
>° «• what WM there, a bear
thrust his nose
Intoml
his
owned most of .i,.
the land now covered■ suddenly
f#„e
>,utler
huup
*gxe
by tlrat town. He was accompanied Bruln an{. ditched him forth-1
also by JohnButler and the vessel with. "After that.' says he. "We
tlrey came In had been a slaver, and lived like princes."
was so filthy that the smell was al-In 1776. the rye that had been
. .
sowed by Phlnehas and John the
most Intolerable, as It had Jus, re- p^pding year was reaped. It was
turned from a voyage for negroes
I
flrs« grain
graln ever harvesU.d m
Frank Thoma Jr.
Phlnehas was bound out to Dr Union. In February. 1777, Phlnehas
Taylor, till he would be 21. For his Butjer w|„, was acting as Dr Tay-j Philip Dunning the latter co-author
services, he was to receive oneJ|3r s agent enlisted In Burlington of
the
sensationally
successful
every-day suit and one handwme under col. Benjamin Butler, and "Broadway" will be given Its first
au,d,.?/
and ’ ..otiied the Revolutionary service.
performance on anv stave
The chief
which Taylor had purchased. AcAfter completing his term of serv- feminine role will be acted by
cording to an agreement with the tce Jn j780 phinehxs returned to, Joanna Roos
Thomaston and there mam il. Gt
"Remember the Day” has most of
party was carried to the St. George's 18. 1781. Mllea.* daughter of Oliver it* scenes laid In a grammar school
and landed .at the Lower Rips, or Robbins. She was the first white and is the story of a schoolbov's deMiller's Landing. July 16. 1774 where femfnlne child born in Thomaston.1 votion to his teacher Frankie Thomas
Dr Taylor
_
- , . purchased a. ferry, boat. i east of Mill River. Jan. 17. 1782. he t tr wm Diay Dewey Roberts, the
were 'carried8Ycrols Ute nwtk^from moved int° * log house ln Stlrllng' schoolboy and the schoolmistress.
Bmvs iindinam the rire/ atore Wn' Whlch he built 0,1 th<“fann
Nora Trlnnell. will be acted bv JoanSurrett's bnd£ TlVey landed war »
of
°<Jews ~ R<x*
Por ;\l£°<,UChtiOn 2L**,
the mouth of Crawford's River on on 1 le *tst side ol the st°porBe
ather professional children have been ;
»nd .nd occp, the camp ol one to«iVSS» S! It "«>. .her, he iS.^Sp, p,* ,
Anderson As it was sunset and too
. hl
rnntillllpd to Ilvp
Mar> FniuitK. prana momas or
late to search for tt in the wilderness 1 and
17m and nrior ,fa,her of ,h<“ s,arl' J Han”?.ond
where they were all strangers the ,hR appeah7
1 of ' Wa?rel Phad Dalle>' Jevamln* Hewcombe. Mary |
boat was drawn up with a view of *^",1 VhsXta? of^tuimiuon
°*en Davls Jr f^vmond
camping where they were Here Di ‘a
??Tn d I SS o Bramley. Kathleen Kidder Orant
Taylor, who was a religious man phinehas ButVLnd ten o^ers ^sk- Mllla and Ke*n4n Wvnn Thf pla';
started to pray, returning thanks for , “ the Ol, t ral Court of M^c“u- u beinR sl4ged under th< dlrec,:‘>n °f
Divine protection, when they all were
rT,1'
7°
.h«. Melville Burke
startled and the prayer interrupted
^.d^Sd1*to re'
Orant MUL‘ Joanna
and Mary
by the rustling of leaves and crack-d‘d »«««
« h.d^^dv be7n Philips head the cast of the hilarious
ling of limbs The awful stillness pa> , =
The mhSts
comedV •'^«^a- Bever". which Is
and solitude of the place, and the
0
‘"habitants of the currfn( offering of the uke.
Harirne.o which
»vi»k was
«... fast
»-.» gathering
ooik.a..
<
.
....
wood P'.avers This amusing storv of
darkness
around them magnified their appre
Phlnehas s prowess as a hunter Is 8 ,?r'leS? Op<7'"
hensions. However, they were soon shown in his killing raccoons He IfaJU ln lo'e rlth
flrst 8111 he
reassured as a frightened moose
shot one on the top of the old camp sees after two years of loneliness Is
came rushing by them. The doctor at South Union. In cutting a road thus far presented at Lakewood
resumed and finished the prayer to the Medomac Meadows. 40 were proving the most popular offering
This was probably the first public act taken or killed in the course of a few
of devotion ever performed by a
WHAT PRISONERS EAT
days. On< man caught 40 in one
white man within the limits of season. He took nine in one hollowA Week's Bill of Fare At the Institu
Union.
log or ln dens In three different
• • • •
tion Over in Thomaston
years, and seven at another time.
Persons who read about the service
Dr. Taylor. Phinehas and their The flesh was palatable; and their
companions passed the night in the skins, about the year 1815. were sold clubs' supper at the State Prison
Friday night, and who seldom if ever
open air Next morning they dis
for about $1 each.
covered the camp within a few rods
T„ hi. nnimniim.
hi. hi.tnrv Ivlslt that institution will be interestof their resting place, and took pos nf^TT^Inn P hv Pe\ Inhr^I Jisarinn fd t0 know Wh8t the lnm8t*5 SU^SlSt
Union. b\ Rc\. John Langdon ,,rvr.r, unw> u.*a*
w**it** mpm Tor
session It was the only shelter they ol
Sibley, the librarian of Harvard Uni- “PO" Here was last weeks menu tor
had during the season. The same verslty. he states that he placed1 much eagundav_BreattfaSt. com flakes and
day, Tuesday, July 19. Phinehas and
on the statements of Phlnebaked ^lnJ bread butter, cofthe others began to fell trees near reliance
has Butler and Jessa Robbins in re fee; dinner, baked beans bread and
the ledge in Joseph Gleason's field.
lation
to
what
occurred
among
the
butter, coffee; supper, roast beef
Accordingly, this may be regarded as
earliest settlements. As this history
.
__.
the day on which the first blow was has been freely drawn upon for facts P°Latoes and 1X85 bread butUr
struck with a view to a settlement
coffee.
of what Is now Union, Maine. Phlne concerning the events happening to
Mondav- Breakfast, oatmeal and I
has continued to labor through the Phlnehas Butler in that town, we milk, gtlddle cakes and syrup, butter
may
feel
assured
that
they
are
found.
h.mhnnr
season, felling trees with his asso ed on his own statements, although :
breab „b £ ,
ciates on several acres, principally on
the north side of the river, begin at the time of making them, he was tea: supper, meat hash, prunes, bread, i
ning at Seven Tree Pond In the S3
tea
He is buried beside his father in butter,
Tuesday—Breakfast, corn flakes
fall the party went away. Dr. Taylor
Butler cemetery on the Old ThomR
potatoes, muffins
hiring out Phlnehas and John Butler the
aston road, between Rockland and a™ur cof{e<>.
{resh cod
In Thomaston where they passed the
Thomaston, and his giave had a boilcd potato, string beans, bread
winter.
In April. Phinehas and John Revolutionary marker In 1935.
butter, tea; supper, pea soup, bread,
(To be continued)
Butler, under the direction of
butter, cookies, tea.
Thomas Wright, who was Dr Tay
Wednesday — Breakfast, oatmeal
lor's agent while he was In Massa
MAINE FAIR ROSTER
and milk, corn fritters, bread, butter. I
chusetts, again took possession of
-------I coffee; dinner, smothered beef, bread.
the Anderson camp and went to Some Of the Big Shows Which Will butter, tea: supper, baked beans.'
work on the Mill farm. Wright was
Draw Crowds In Maine This pickled beets, bread, butter, coffee
taken sick and returned to Massa
Summer
l Thursday—Breakfast, bran flakes
-------I and milk baked beans, bread, butter
chusetts, but the two young men con
tinued to work through the summer.
The Maine fair roster, compiled coffee; dinner, frankfurters and
More trees were cut, principally but Thursday by the State Department of mustard, boiled potatoes, greens,
not entirely, on the north side of the
bread butter, tea; supper, fried pota
stream. By the labors In the pres Agriculture, showed 30 exhibitions toes, string beans, bread, butter, tea.
ent and the preceding years, a clear listed for this year.
Friday—Oatmeal and milk, griddle
ing was made from Seven Tree
They include Somerset Agricultural cakes and syrup, bread, butter, cof
Pond to Crawford's Pond. Towards Association. Skowhegan. Aug 12 to fee; dinner, fish, boiled potatoes, corn,
autumn the felled trees were burnt.
bread, butter, tea; supper, corn
Oxen were then hired of William 17; Eastern Maine State Fair. Ban chowder, bread, butter, tea, pie.
Boggs of Warren, and ten bushels of gor Aug. 19 to 24; Androscoggin
Saturday—Breakfast, boiled eggs
County Agricultural Fair. Livermore fried potatoes, muffins, butter, coffee;
rye were sown in Union.
Falls. Aug. 21; New Waterville Fair dinner, beef stew, bread, butter, tea.
The Butlers had toiled in solitude, Waterville. Aug. 26 to 30:
pudding; supper, baked beans, pickled
South Kennebec Fair. South Wind beets, bread, butter, coffee.
to them, Sunday and the weekday
sor.
Aug.
31
to
Sept.
2;
Bluehill
Fair.
were the same. With each morning
they arose to prepare food and chop Bluefjill, Sept. 2 to 4; Northern Maine
REBECCA E. ALLEY
trees. Such a life had no particular Fair. Presque Isle, Sept. 2 to 5; All
charm for these young men. even in Maine Fair Association. Lewiston.
Funeral
services for Mrs. Rebecca
those days when the only entertain Sept 2 to 7; Waldo and Penobscot
E Alley were held at her late resi
Agricultural
Society.
Monroe,
Sept.
ment was hard labor. Accordingly
dence on Alden street, Camden, Sun
when they had sowed the grain, they 6 to 7; Unity Park Fair. Unity Sept.
day afternoon with the Rev. W. F
went to Massachusetts. Having been 10 to 11.
Washington County Agricultural Brown officiating. The community
absent about two months, during
which Phinehas had lived with Dr. Society. Machias. Septi 10 to 12; Ox was saddened to learn of Mrs. Alley s
Taylor's father in Townsend, the ford County Agricultural Society, sudden death.
She was the widow of the late
two young men returned to Union. It South Paris Sept. 12 to 14; Cherrywas late in the fall, and Dr Taylor field Fair Association, Cherryfield. Franklin P. Alley ot St. George and
hired them out to Benjamin Packard Sept, 17 to 19; Franklin County is survived by a daughter and son.
Mrs. Minftie Morrison of Camden
for the winter.
Agricultural Society. Farmington. and Willis W. Alley of Medfield,
In the course of this season. Ben Sept. 17 to 19.
Mass.; four sisters and three halfjamin Packard of Cushing, who
North Knox Fair, Union, Sept. 24 sisters, Mrs. Georgia Wall of Thom
came from Bridgewater, Mass., had to 26
aston, Miss Nora Clark and Mrs.
built a log house. It was the flrst
Lincoln County Fair Damariscotta.
house of any kind ever built within Oct. 1 to 3. Tranquility Grange Fair, Maud Anthony of Port Clyde, Mrs
the limits of the town, unless some Lincolnville Center, date not set; Margaret Raymond, Mrs. Freda Bar
are disposed to dignify by the name Sagadahoc Agricultural and Horticul ton. Mrs. Elizabeth Barton and Mrs.
of house the shanty or camp which tural Society. Topsham, Oct 8 to 10: Bessie Barton of Vlnalhaven; one
had been put up at the Mill farm. Androscoggin Poultry and Pet Stock half brother Chester Clark of Rock
It was about 20x18. It was about 50 Association. Lewiston. Nov. 5 to 7; land and Xour grandchildren. Harley
rods northwest of the island in Maine State Pomological Society. J. Morrison, Alfred W. Knowlton.
Seven Tree Pond
Of the three Portland. Nov. 19 to 21; and Maine William F. Alley and Joan A. Alley.
Mrs Alley was born in St. George,
knolis there, the cellar was still visi State Poultry Association, Portland.
March 20. 1861. and spent the great
ble about 1850 on the one nearest Dec 4 to 6.
er part of her life in her native town.
the Island Stones were dug out of
Tho- past eight years she had made
the cellar-hole in September 1848.
, her home with relatives in Camden,
It is supposed they belonged to the
j Although not a member of any or
chimney as the cellar probably was |
ganization, she attended and con
not stoned.
tributed to the support of the
In the winter of 1775-6, Phinehas,
The
Accumulative
I Chestnut Street Baptist Church,
John and Packard lived here getting
I since she had lived in Camden. It
out lumber for Dr. Taylor's build
can truly be said that here was a
ings at the Mill Stream The pine
Effect of Good
j life of service. A woman of high
timber was taken chiefly from the
character, quiet and unassuming, she
west side of Seven Tree Pond, and
Advertising
was devoted to her family, generous
the oak from the east side, some of
and loyal to her friends and always
it even from the island in Craw
eager to lend a helping hand to
ford's Pond. Their fare was meagre
Cannot
everyone around her.
and of Inferior quality. Packard was
Interment was In the family lot in
a miserly provider and Phinehas
Be Overestimated
Highland cemetery. St. George An
and John suffered from hunger.
i abundance of flowers was a silent
While at work on the island in
j token of the love of relatives, friends
Crawford's Pond. Phinehas Butler
I and neighbors.
saw -by the side of a log something

AT STRAND WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY

The Maine Central Rallroud earned
a net income of $101,690 over and
above its fixed charges in May, an
increase of $40 479 over what the
road earned ln May last vear. It la
shown In the monthly financial
figures made public here The de
tailed figures disclose that the road
is ln a far better position so far as
earnings are concerned In the first
five months of 1935 than In the com
parable period of 1934 At the end of
five months last year t^ere was a
deficit ln net Income of $300 122 while
at the end of the same neriod this
vear. the road has a deficit of only
$60 829
Passenger mail and -xorew raffle
nil showed an increa’e during May.
as compared with Mav 1934
Due
, largely to the s^srp reduction ln ship
ments of notatoes from Aroostook
countv a« co^nared w't*' an unusual
mov"mcn» In Mnv. last vear. freight
rece'ot’ during M«v. this 'ear. were
3 91 ner cent less than In Mav. 1934
Operating expenses In Mav this
vear w -e reduced $46 604 as com
pared with those of May 1934

National Topic* Interpreted
by William Bruckart
National Preu Funding

Net Income of Maine Central Rallload For May la Thus ExprrMied

Wnahlngton, D. C.

WUhlngton.—President Roosevelt ington program of taxation designed
took the country by surprint when to go beyond the present tax bur
he suddenly dis- den.
Plan to
pati lied a tuesIt Is true thst some ot them will
Soak tht Rich
«»> congress be benefited by lower rales, but
asking for a new many economists are of the opinion
tax law that would have the same that thvie corporations receiving
eltect, although In a limited aco|>e. the benefit of lovrer rales actually
of the "share-the-weaith" program are In the best financial condition
advanced by Senator Huey Long of any In the country. Contrary
and Father Coughlin, the radio to the argument often heard, the
priest. It may be said that the Pree- truth seems to be that the smaller
ident not only surprised but stunned business entitles have come through
congress by the proposal. It was the depression much better Ilian
a move concerning wlU/h there has those units with great Investments
been no forecast and It has taken and greut cupllal funds. The an
some research to show how It links swer lies In the fact that In the
with other New Deal reform plans. case of the smaller corporations,
Hut a link does exist Of that there the stock usually is closely held
William Powell and Jean Harlow in ‘ Reckless”
and they are units for the most part
can be no doubt.
trained fleas. Franchot Tone plays
Jean Harlow and William Powell. I gether frequently In public life dur the reckless socialite son ot a grumpy
Succinctly, Mr. Roosevelt has de Individually managed. In the case
manded that congress euact a tax of the larger corporations thou two of rcerendom's most famous and ing the last few months, the team millionaire and falls in love with the
ing of Miss Harlow and Powell as colaw that will yield, according to sands of stock holders have a voice
colorful stars, become a co-starring | stars smote Hollywood as a complete dancer.—adv.
est i mu te, somet hl ng like 81 ,uuu,(MM),uu i in selection of the qprporute man team for "Reckless." which will be surprise because the name of Mias
annually. It la designed to place agement and this management can shown Wednesday and Thursday
Harlow ln the new film was never
the heaviest druin on the rich, not be half as flexible as In In
The union of the two popular stars hinted until the actual work began
whether they he rich corporations stances where the word or direc
takes plase in a lavish musical pro before the cameras Miss Harlow la
or rich Individuals. In terms, the tion of one man is controlling. In
duction against a dazzling back cast as the bewitching dancing star
addition,
small
corporations
ire
not
President observes that It was a
ground of theatri al Broadway. It who introduces the new songs and
introduces many new song hits and dances In the production, and Powell
program to tax "static wealth" and subjected to great overhead ex
appears as the Iront-page promoter 9^
dan'1* ensembles
Increase purchasing power of those penses like the larger business
Although they have been seen to of everything from flagpole sitters to
not blessed with this world's goods. bodies. The large corporation must
The key to the program Is the maintain Its organization and can
tax ou tuherilaiices and gifts. These not even when work Is slack cut
down its fixed charges such as In
two taxes must operate Jointly if
terest on debt and plant operation
they are to succeed at alL If au In
to the same extent. So. there are
dividual of wealth wauta to avoid
already heavy inheritance taxes, he many who believe the high rate of
tax becomes a penalty, the main
has only to give away hla properly
before hla death. In the new Roose object of which Is to break up
velt proposal, those who receive large corporations Into smaller
these girts would have to pay a business units.
tax upon them us they would on
The Republican national commit
any other Income. There la a ques
tion as to Its constitutionality but tee is sitting virtually asleep, ln Its
easy chair, but
many able lawyers believe the gift
Rooievelt
Mr.
Roosevelts
tax will be sustained by the Su
on a Hook recent challenge
preme court
of Supreme court
The second phase of the new tax decisions snd his demand for con
bill boosts rates of taxes on In stitutional revision Is not being al
comes. At present, the individual lowed to diet Everywhere around
with an income of $1,000,009 is Washington, opponents of the New
taxed at exactly the same rate as Deal are making attempts to keep
the Individual having an income of that Issue alive. Their claim Is that
$5,000,000. Of course, the $3,000,000 Mr. Roosevelt put himself on a po
income pays more total tax. but the litical hook when he offered criti
point Is the rate la the same as on cism of the Supreme court, a co
the smaller income. Mr. Roosevelt ordinate branch of the government
proposes that the rate should be They are determined to keep him
gradually increased above $1.06<).000 on that hook If they can.
just as It is graduated from the
It Is Interesting to note how Mr.
lowest Income taxpayer to those re
ceiving $1,000,000 annually. There Roosevelt, observing a bad reaction
to his Initial statements concern
seems to be Uttle opposition to this
particular Item In the bill although ing the NRA decision, has main
tained silence on the point since.
It Is natural to expect that attempts
will be made to alter that sugges It Is equally Interesting to note how
tion since there is a school of eco some of his mainstays and advisers
nomic thought which insists that have kept the issue bobbing up here
tax rates can be high enough to dis and there throughout the country.
courage Investments bringing a re Such men as Senator Robinson of
turn to the Individual of a size large Arkansas, senate majority leader,
enough for the government to take and Senator Byrnes of South Caro
lina, probably the President's clos
the bulk of that income.
est friend ln the senate, have made
The third major item ln the Pres speeches lately using mnch the
ident's program provides for a same tone and language as did the
graduated tax on incomes of cor President In that memorable press
porations. Corporations now are conference. Every other adminis
taxed at the rate of 13*4 per cent tration spokesman has done the
of their net Income whatever It may same thing These speeches togeth
be. Mr. Roosevelt thinks this basis j er with the continual Jabbing and
is Improper. He proposes io have - poking by New Deal opponents are
the smaller corporations pay only serving to keep the question before
10% per cent and that, as the cap the country. New Deal opponents
ital of the corporations increase, frankly are Joyful at the opportu
they he subjected to a gradually nity they say the President provid
higher rate until a top of 10% Is ed them.
applied on the Incomes of the
In the meanwhile, as said above,
largest corporations. Certain moditlcations or classifications were of the Republican national committee
fered ln thia connection so that has been doing next to nothing.
some types of corporations may not The condition Is serving to build a
»*
be compelled to pay the maximum fire under Henry P. Fletcher, diair
man of the national committee, and
rate.
is drawing criticism as well to Sen
• • •
The President's program for new ator Hastings of Delaware, and
'-sk s.-.
taxes was received without par Representative Bolton of Ohio, Joint
ticular en- chairmen uf the senatorial congres
More Groant
thuslasm In sional committee. Some Republic-Than Applauie congress ex ans are saying that the Roosevelt
/A
cept for aloud opposition Is being allowed to wan
»?-. . • ■
“Amen” by Senator Long. Indeed, der without guide or anchor and
’
’
I
the President's message was right that a golden chance to gain impor
down Senator Long's alley. The tant results is being wholly wasted,
Louisiana senator has made hun because of the Inactivity of these
dreds of speeches advocating some two committees.
• • •
part of the proposal now offered by
tlie Chief Executive.
An old tale about the Blue Eagle
Congressional reaction to the has Just come to light It was not
President's message Included more
,
disclosed until
Prophetic after the Blue
groans than applause. A political
campaign is due next year. Demo
Worrfs
Eagle had been
cratic leaders ln many instances face
burled under the
re-election. It does not require the avalanche of a Supreme court de
services of a soothsayer to tell you cision holding NIIA codes unconsti
that the new tuxes are hard for a tutional. The story Involves the
political candidate to defend.
patenting of the design. Artists
Superficially, therefore, It would conceived the Blue Eagle as the
seem that Mr. Roosevelt was play NRA Insignia. To protect It and
ing bad politics when he proposed prevent unauthorized use of the In
a rax bill at this time. Such, how- signia the design was rushed
1 ever, is not the case. Editorial through the United Sthtes patent
| conclusions by dozens of newspa office. The design was then turned
pers which understand the political over to an artist at the patent of
situation In this country at this time fice with Instructions to make the
are unanimous ln terming it a po necessary prints required by law.
litical maneuver. Their conclusions He had proceeded only for a brief'
are based on the fact that a can period on the work when he left
didate seeking political office can his desk to notify the commission
go out and say to the people of er of patents of what he deemed to
small Incomes: “Look what we are be a mistake In the design. His
doing to the rich." Thus it Is made words were prophetic. He called
to appear that a new wave of soak- attention to the fact that one wing
the-rich propaganda Is about to en of the Blue Eagle contained more
gulf us.
feathers than the other and added:
Business Interests naturally are
"Any bird built like that can only
The danger of forest fires is great over the 4th of July holiday. Extreme
alarmed over the prospects. Thou fly in a circle.”
sands of corporations have barely
To x'outen the narrative, let It be
care should be taken with fireworks in five forests of Maine over the 4th.
been able to make ends meet ln said • i the artist was directed to
Don’t take a chance of having great property loss and possible losa of life
these depressing years. Now that prnr»-i-<l with his work. And let It
result from your curelessness.
there Is a prospect for some addi be added, the Blue Eagle did fly
tional business and meager profits, only In a circle.
they are confronted with a Wash
© Western Newepsper Union.

A Glorious Day

In Our History

Let’s Celebrate

■But Not with a Forest

Fire Like This

Protect Our Forests From Fire

This Advertisement Pub

THE RIGHT SPOT

lished In the Interests of

Forest Preservation by the

The one spot a person looks who wishes to hire a
room or a tenement is the “To Let” column of The
Courier-Gazette. Nuff sed. Phone 770.
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